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It has been well established through Congressional action that Career
Education is a necessary tool for preparing young individuals, for career
selectionithroughout America. It can further be stated,that if educational
programs have problemS in adequately preparing students for career selection
in the dOminant American society, these problems will lie magnified in Native:
AmeriCan..Communities.. There.appear to be many Career Education programs
and materials'for middle American citizens, and through the foresight of
the-U. S. Office-ofsEdUcation and Far West Laboratory, several years ago
avelopment of Career Education materials with input from Native American
communities, educators; and students, was begun, resulting in the "Native
American CareerEducation Program."

Through cdnatant Indian feedback and inp into the development of these,
omits through the Native Anericari Advis Committee, these materials :

have been able to deal with two basic areas:

1. 'Learning. and reinforcement of the contributions of traditional
Native American cultures and careers,

i Understanding of the importance' of the traditional educational
,process and expansion of the scope and selection of careers
available to students.. I,

We.anticiPate that Native American students who use these materials will --`4'
seleCtscareers..at earlier ages and gradeS and pUrsue types-of careers that
will be beneficial and fulfilling to students and to their Native Aierican
cdrimunities.

It is hoped that /the future of career education will includethe training
of personnel to'adequatelrteachcareereducation in Native American
coMmunities: It is further the wish of the Advisory Committee that schools
educatingtjqgtive American students will utilize these units4 which have
been thoUghtfully:and carefully designed, field tested, and revised, to
the fal benefit of students, . '

The Indian/Education AdvisOry Committee:

t.

4

George Et4man
Betty Gress'
'Joy Hanley
Terrance Leonard
LawreApe Snake
Peter Soto (Chairmari)
Bill Thacker
'Webster Two Hawk

s`...t Lucille J. Wa ahomigie
/ George 'Woodard A, .1

we
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INTRODUCTION

What is Career Education?

What is this program.

Who is thp.Kogram for ?'

Howican:We useit at our schoo

7Howcmar-t11--tanmunity-getinvol

s '

' When a new program or curriculum is being jArloduced ere are a)wajs

questions which must be answered before people can decide ho they can best

4
use the flew material --or evenwhether they want to use it 1-.

,,The Native American Careez6 ducation program consists of -lye !!

instructional units designa for Indian students inth seventh, eighth,'

abd ninth grades.- This Curriculum Guide is concerned with the p gram
. ,

001,41.:

,(4, a whole.kIts purpose is to ariswr questions like those abbve; to

provide information Orr the Program's goals and structure, the ratio -le

behind its,design, and its assumptions,abotit content and learners; d
C

sugge'stions on how to implement it in different communities 'and'sc 64$1s.
.

We hope that you will find the OurriculuMGuide helpful inunlerEt.an\ding.

our program and in planning hbw to use -it to meet yourtudentil"

career educational. needs.

o

,
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,The Native Aneridan Career'EducatiOn Program is the result of a three

yea'r project funded by the il. S. Office of Edtiation'and carried out by the

Far West Laboratory for EduAational'Pesearch and Development. Both Indians

and non1.1hdians served. qn the project staff, and design and Cle.Wloprient of
,

the materials was guided by a Technical Advisory Panel of educators from

California, lievada, andoArizona, and the.project's Indian Education Advisory

Committee, which included Indians in'education, public service, and business.

ilheactualIwritingpf instructional materials was preceded' by a state-,

of-the-art study in which career education materials existing.at that time

were reviewed for-repvance to Indian education, and a needs assessment'

performed in seeral'schools with students typical of the target gresp. 0
9

After program:goals had beenastablished and the three content areas of

career awareness, .orientation, and exploration identified,' the twelve

instructional units were planned, written, reviewed, and revised. In the

fall of 1975, field testing of individual Unitsbegan. A total of 8 schools

in California,- Arizona, Nevada, and South Dakota were event y involVed.

Meanwhile, the National Indian Training andr1seardh Center Tempe,

AriNna, conducted its own evaluation of the program with four_additional

schools. : *

When field testing was complete, the Sfoimation it produced became
c

-.the basis for revision of the materials Nto their final form, However,

del/elopers-Add like ,any oommentsidescriptions of 'ways in which the

materials'are bbing used, suggestions for additional resources, etc., which

current users may hive. All:correspondendefshould'be directed to.: .2.

-Pr. Bela H. Banathy, Far Wq-st Laboratory for Educational Peseardh and

Development, 1855 Tblsom Street, SanFrancisco, Califorgia'94103.

ThanOyA and good luck.\. .

4*,
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CAREER EDUCATICN AND THE PROGRAM

..carVer Eaucation'and American Education

'Adareer is much more than a nine-to-five job. A career influences',
A

a person's,total life4including his or-he place of residence, lifestyle,

and participation in Sbciety: It thei,follouc'that, if a career invOlves

all of 'life, 'career education must necessarily Continue throughout life.
.

Career education can be defined as the set bf learning experiences through

which an individual acquires, and develops the knowledge, atititudes:and .

skills which he Qr she needs in order to, engage in avocational, leisure,

social, economic, and political pursuits,' and to achieve a-satisfyiiig, -

meaningful and self-sustaining role in society. It is education which

accompanies one's progress through life:

Each individual is unique; therefore, career education wiTqs,be

different for -each individual. A career education'prOgi-am should be

desgned with enough flexibility and include enough.optidos so that it dan

be tailored to fit the partiCular needs and abilities of EMnarrier:-

Since a career is more than A job, career-education must be more than

vocational edUcation. Vocational educati6n is certainly an 1Mportant part

of career' education, but it is only a part. Not'onli, is career educatibn

broader in scope 'than voqati9nal education; it is also broader in thSt.it

does not require the student to learn,to perform in a prescribed way..

Careet education is beginning to be of increasing concern, to

students, educators,, and government planners alik-2. In a'11.S. Office of

Education-Policy Paper, Kenneth B. if5t says:
S

Career education represents a reskonse to'a callfor 44.
educational reform. This call has, arisen frompa variety
of sources, each of Which has 'voiced dissatisfaction
with American Education 4s it currently exists: Such
sources 'include stuqmpts,.parents, the business-induStry-
labor cammunitypout-of-school youth and adults, miniFities,

.

*
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the disadvantaged, and the general public. 'While their
specific concerns vary, all 'seem to agree that American
Education is in.ned.d of mi-atir reform at all levels.

Career edikation is properly viewed, as one of several
possible responses that could be given to this call.*

'Goals and Assumptions of Career Education
A

The goals of career educatipn are as broad as .the subject itself. We

believe that a properly' designed career education program.shoutl. helpsthe

learner to develop awareness, knowledge and mastery of self and develops

the sociaAampetence.necessary for hiM, or her to work 'effectively in a
..- .

....,

,group. 'it should also foster in the learner understanding of the

society in which he or she lives, and. it should. provide him Or Mr with:
- -

opportunities to beccine acquainted with various career opportunities and --

.

to explore those of special interest. In addition, career education should

help the learner to acquire economic ccinpetende and to develop planning'

.
and decision-making Skins which can be applied throughout his, or

.

her-career.
s - r

!.

In his policy paper, -Hoyt also presents a number of assumptions about %
.

career education. Mese include the ideas that:/

1.' since both one's career and one's education extend e

from the pri-esch6C1 through the-retirement years,
..

career education must so span the entire
life-cyelev ____L__

.

' 4
.

, ., '

2. the concept
.

ofdproduptivity is central to the,

definitionof work and so to the entire concept of
.' career education; . s,

,4 .
.

.
.

3. since "wore:includes.unpai0 activities as well as -
( paid employment, career education's concerns, in.

addition to its prime emphasis on paid employment,
'extend to the work of. the student ,as elearner, to 4.

.

the growing numbers'of volunteer workers in our
,

society, to, the work of-thefull-time hanamakerZand
to work activities inwhicl-rone engages as Part. of% ' .

leisUre-anWor recreational time; 7-,
.. .

.

15

* Kenneth B. Hoyt,' AnIntroduction to Career Education, (Washingtori, D.C.,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975).

2
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,
4: fhecosmopolitannature'of today's kciety:demands

..

-."'H,-.....' that r education embrace a murtiplici;cyof work`
values, r Cher a single work ethic, as a means
of helping e individUal answer thequestion.
"Why,should I-wo2k?";

,

4

I %1

5.- both One's career rand one's education are Ust vieUied. . . : :

...

in a developmwntal, ratherthan in a fragMented, sante;. .

....._:....
.

, ..

6. career education is for all persons the young and the
_ :'old, the mentally handicapped and:the-intellect0Ally

gifted,,.the poo and the wealthy, males and females,
students in elementary schools and in the graduate colleges;

.

7: societal.&ojectives of career education. are to help' .
.

all individuals, (a).uant to work; 4b) acquire; he skills''
. `I, necessa.16Qafor work in these times; and '(6) engage in work:.

that is gat,isfying to the individual and:beneficial to society;

. .

. , 8. the,4individualistic goals of p'aieer education are -to make'
work 't) possible, (b) meaningful, apd (c)' satiOkyinq for
each individual throughout. his or her life

42:---

. . ,

protection of the individual's fteedom to choose and .

V
asSistAhce in making`'and mplementing career decisions are
of centraltoncern to'career:education;

°11D%-; the expertise required fox- implementing career education is
to be found trIllaarts, of society and is not limitedto
those emplo /ed in feStmal education. *

o.

taken together', these ten assumptions constitute a philosophical base

fec current Career education efforts: However; career ,education does not

,pretend bo present these assumptions as anything more than ideas. CertAnly,

each, is 4ebata le, and none are yet sufficiently accepted to regarded

at educational truisms. -. fi-

4.

* Hoyt: ibid

[.
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6.

Theoretical Bases .of the Program
I

h,
..

In addition to sharing the major goals and assUrptions of career

education as stated above, this program is based on'cerbain values. One

o.0these is the'belief thit as a forCe fpi improvement of the human
,.

condition and development of the individual, education issecond to none.. .
.

We also believe that full development- Of.his or her potential it an

individual's greatest possible achievement and is:the way in his or

her greatest contribution -to society scan be made, The inherent potential
t

.,

of each person's'uniqueness is the greatest single source, of his or her
.

worth. .
.

!t ) .* .-
We feel that in order for a young person to develop,'he.or'she needs to

interact with both peers aneadults: Each individual has a right to make
: ,.. :i-' . ..

his or. her own educational and career choices, and decisions. Last but nit

least, we are convinced.that the individual's dultur94 heritage and the

culturalcontextdn which,he or she exists are extremely impprbant to his , .'

, -.4.- .

or her development. i

, . .r.
It

AO

i114;11111,
The Learner and Learning

, _,

This program is also guided by certain Assumptiong.about the nature

I.-Of the learner,and haw learning -takes place. Apsumptions about' the learner

-include the ideas that: , . 1. . .

0
,) .

. .

4

1. the individual has, a basic ,deske to' learn, V..o search for ,

knowledge, and to acquire competence;
.

2. the individual is capable of initiating directing, and
4

0,

aSsuming.increasingresponsibility f6t-his_or"..her awn learning.;

3: there-are differences among learners and these differences exist

. in many !dimensions; .

C. the'indiA?idual's development is best-aided by .nurturing his

uniquenes; and ',...44.'...A-,

.
.

.
,"-',.1.4.*'N

5. the individual has the right not only to be educated but to
ot

., .

iii. :bebome educated: .

. .
. ,

a

4
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Our basic assumptions about learning are that:

1. motivation springing from the work itself is the most powerful

aid to learning;
.1 -

2. the mostiwtent satisfactions for-the learner are the discovery

of new things and the achievement of new skills and.competences;

3. the learner develops selfrconfidence from successful exploration,
,

discovery, and mastery at rising' levels .of comp/exitY (this is

aided byli.ivirig_realistic'aspirations);

4. when the learnel' bedcmes an active participant in planning and

carrying but the learning process, ldarning increases;

5. .in orderto respond tO2and help all learners, we must design and

present a great variety of resources, arrangements,and situations

Jith which the learner can interact;

6. the best ways Of helping p&ople to learn are usually foUnd,

through experience;..

7. the assessment of progress in learning should include self-.

assessment;

8.4 thetpe of assessment chosen should be appropriate to the

particular learner and to the'situation;

9. T there are differeht kind of learning, and these imply

different Conditions of learning and different approaches t6'

aiding learning; and

10. ldarningis best'achieved in contexts which have function and

'meaning for the learner.

4
In, our program, the learner., is the key entity.'

hp or she shbuld.act as planner, decision-maker, and

approach should accommodate the learner's uniqueness

to pursue his or her particular needs and intereSts,. at his or her own pace,

and according to the learning methods best suited to his or her tastes and

-a1..;iliti'-::3wheneVer,possible: It should also increase motivation for

learning by all6wing the learner. to pursue genuine interestsandlooncerns,

to answer questions, and to solve problems which he or she perceives as

relevant. Finally, it should' increase self-reliance and initiative, by?

allowing_the learner to plan, carry out, take responsibility.for, and face

'the consequences of decisions in 'his'or her own learning progr The 'A

As muchas-possible,

self-evaluator. 'This,

by allowing him or her

r

'

I. .



learner-gains confOehce through his increasing assumption of
it

responsibility for his own learning and throlIgh being"treated.44(e an

. adult."

The task of 'adults, both staff and resource .persCns, should be to

support, guide'and assist students in planning, achieving and evaluating

their acComplishMents. The adults-are there to held young people make '

the transition to adulthood. % it

[
_

In order to achieve these gals, the career education prograiri should

involve a variety of competent adults with diverse backgrounds and ex-

PettiSe. All of these people Should cork together in the educational,

process, servingasmodels and sharing their particular expertise, Skills,

and knowledge of the world with students. The school staff should act

primarily as learninglcoordinAors.

Design Characteristics

Design of the program has been based oh a, number of concepts. One of

these is the idea,that,to be effective, a curriculum must.be based'on learner

experience, The learner finds it much easier to understand the relevance

of basic skills when he or she uses them to.solve real problems from

everyday life rather than mere classroom puzzles. In a real-life-
, 4.

experience based curricultm, concepCsi abstractions and principles are

translated into actual expeience and tested through practical application.

Thus, our career education program has. been designed to emp size-real-

life experiences for the learner.

A coro114ry to 'this concept is the fact that if the learner participates

in activities that call for solving real problems, making decisions, and

perceiving and accepting the Consequences of his or her actions, he,:or she

is more likely to develop self-reianc4 and a sense of responsibility.

Human experience is not naturally divided in airtight compartments

called skills or subject areas.. If this fact .is kept in Mind; it becomes

po-Ssible to integrate learning in ways Seldom thought of the
_ .

traditional cIassroam.'; Such integration enablesstudentSto develOp

abilities in academic, occupational, social and personal areas all at the

same tiM6,4as they apply skills and kndWledge to- actual experience.
\

6
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1

C.veerchoicesylay a.powerfulrole in shapingian individual's
-

sense of identity; Self-esteem,'and choice of kifeStyle. This should be

;-reason enough for integiatinetcareer development into education. Since

"career';js equ4ted with "progress through life,", rather tan with-a,.

particular.job; the experience-based approach to career education requires

that the individual be. provided with a cumulative series of plannedi

Asonalized 'learning experienbes in a wide variety Of life/work settings.

These experieribes will make it easier for learner's to know thdInselves

better because #ey will: see themselves, theit capabilities, and their

reactions in a variety.-of situations. Learners shouldthen be abe to

develop realistic goals based on a realistic appraisal of their own

inte.reits, abilities and needs. They should also better understand the

rewards and shortcomings of'the world cf work, what they can expect from

and what it will require ct'them.
.

__fit is our feeling that general goals,, such asthose presented in the
4 ,

next section, become most accessible when approached through a,series of

concrete facts. The exercises and activities in each unit of our program

are therefoiesdescribed 'to present information which ilskustrateS the'unj.t's

goals. 'The student he-ieves tse goals by masteving the specific learning

objectives of each Activity, much as-*child, by looking at a group of

circles of different sizes and colors, acquires the concept "circle."

,;.t-

. e
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II: PKGRAM eim AND STRUCTURE

Needs and Gbals
.

4

The following statement from our, project's,, Indian Education Advisory
.

Committee (Deceniker 11, .1974) indicates some of the particular problems
. ,'

which .a program like this one must address:' 0.

One'must'realize that the needs to be identified and'approaches
to be 'taken must be developed with recognition that.themeeds-of
the Native American communities diffef.greatly from the greater .

American society, language and cultural beliefs. 'Governmental

systems are. separate and different from surrounding states and
the non-Indian-community. , Conditions on Indian communities and
reservations might best be identified as comparable to conditions
in many underdeveloped countries.' These countries, as do
Indian,communities,!'have Many common problets'such as -high
illiteracy, health problems which result in short life 'spans,
high unemployment, and.lack of economic development to support
the livelihcodmof the people. In these countries, As in
Indian communities, the problOwiS not due to a lack of natural
resources, but a lack of meanin4ful developmnt.of human -

resources in order to begini4.process of economic development.
Many Tribal groups have realized the need to develop long-range
economiclans that will lead toward self-determination and
i dependence, but theie is now a need to develop their human
r sources thatcaill Makk.the economic plans of the-Tribal group
a reality. With this in mind_there is a need to identify, the
various professiOns, skills and trades that wilbe naeded to
fuifillthe low-range econdMid plans of the Tribal groups or to
accommodate the eponomic trends of, Indian communities..

,

This project must realize the'cridcals economic and manpower need's ,

that exist in all Native (American communities: This,realization -
must dictate direction if_thiS projectis to have any meaningful
impact and contribution to the education of Native American youth.,

With this inlminde the goals laid out in the curriculum map on

next three pageswere developed -for our program.
4 *.
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,CONTENT
WM INS

I

IMMIX=

AND

MASTERY

OP

SELF

',):.TENT

AR S

1

Self-and-

Cbltral.
Aaroness,
and

Self-and
Careers

.

AWASENESS

Self-

,suffieiency

K

A) usaii-,, at Ii and one's ,a)

u . :...tivt. /..terIcao valuu

ana cult as

b) ...o es .1 Information
'at.p.ot'sIf and on,..ke

ttibe

c),anp.cand tna: .ark affecta
on.t.L.s way of llfe

t

) understane the importance of
na',ang one's own career
choices_

5

a

PlOCRAH

SKILL
(;)

.,,ArrituDE

1.1entIky own iLdIvidual

cherscarlatice
a) accept self; rpapect own

uniqueness

4
b) understand and appreciate

value of one'e own'Native

American culture in one's
life

a) develop motivation to

.accomplish personal goals

SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT

Social

Awareness

) understand that IndIvidt.als a)

differ in their interest,
aptitudes, values, and
achievezents

) understand the value and pos-
itive contribution of one's
Iative American culture to
the non-t.ative society

identify one's own tribal

characteristics ) accept others ;

Social

Competence

) understand tie significance
of competence in group
*interaction skills

) recognite the implications of
association with and working
cooperatively with others

get along well with others

in a group one likes to be
in

a)-accept responsibility for
others

III

OCCUPATIONAL

AMU

ECONOMICAL%

DEVELOPMENT

A

1

Undersoanding

.the (Iozld of

Work

) understand the r4lationshipd
of man-life-work/careers

) understand that society is
Icdependent upon the produc-
tive work of many

) understand the role of work
1 in the Native American
I communities economy

a) appreciate the role that
work plays in human life
and in society,.

) appreciate tne vilue of
-career informatidb to carter
education.

EMployment

and

Employability

know basic occupational
infOrmation

1)) ow traditional Native
American skills that through
transition can fit into
tontenioraly settings

) appreciate the contribution

that ones employment may
-make-toward self-fulfillment

The Role of

Education

and

Training

a) understand that

experiences, knowledge, and
skills acquired through
education are'rOlated to the
Achievement of career and
life goals

IV

AVOCATIONAL

(LEISURE)

DEVELOPMENT

La)Economic'

Atrareness

and.

Sufficiency.

unddrstand the role of eco-
nomics in one's life and
the relationship between
personal economics life-
style, and occupational
roles _ _ _

b) recognize, career needed to -

fill existing needs of the

Native American community.

) understand that career

ineludes avocation and
leisuie

)know patterns and options
of avocation and latoupe
particularly in the ,Fontext
of Nattvd American cultures

a) appreciate the impatence
of productive work to'-'the

economy and ro one's own
well being

a) carry out sone leisure.
'activity (game, etc.)

a) develop Intereit in
elutes.. fn °vocational/

leisure experience

IsC
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Ir

SKIL '

CONTENT
, DOIINS

S

I

KNOWLEDGE

AND

RA.STERY

Of

SELF-

`CONTENT

; AkEAS
V i

1

Self-and-
Cultural
Awareness

and
Self-iind

careers

(i)
KNOWLLDVE

a) understand that indiv;dual
characteristics eon be
changed

i()
ATI TVDE

aJ torr..ctly lntarpr,t data"

-about oneself
. a ,

1.!

sfr:

apprcline [bp value and
cwacrtb.tion tf one's

A=eticfn zuaure iNcla

the society

2

Self-
suf(iciency

a) understand that life

involves a series of choice
leading to career cOmmivner

b) understand self in

relationship to career
roles (vocation, avocation,
leisure)

a) interpret the sig-
nificance of individual
characteristics, values, and
interestw t6 one's career

b) use resource infor-
nation to gain orienta-
tion about and to expiate
careers

a) take responsibility

for career planning

II

SOCIAL

DEVLOFMENT

S

Social

Awareness

Social

Competence

III

OCCUPATIONAL

AM)

ECONOMICAL

DEVELPTMENT

,

A,

N

S

a) understand the individ-
ual's responsibility
towards other people,,,.

tne community, and the
society

b) understwid the traditional
political processes used
by Native American groups

a) understand that social and
cultural forces influence

humic development; know abou
the influence of Native
American cultural 4mrces

a) cIaCify t'he

individual characteristics
of others

I

a) accept responsibilities to
self and others'

1 ) become failiar'rhth
occupational classifications

Understanding
and clusters

the World of '

) gain in-depth orientation
about self-selected

Work
occupht4onal clusterl arid
knowledge of prerequisites

le

of certain careers

a) acquire a minimal set of
group interaction skills

a) value the posession of
-group (interactiee) skills

2 ) undergtand that.individu;ls
can learn to perform

Employment ' yr quacely ic,a variety cf

occupations and environments
and ) acquire knowledge about local

Employability labor rarket condit161fs ,

c) beCoce aware of what
skills are employable

a) classify various
occupations

b) analyze self-selected
occupational clusters in
terms of opportunities,

potential satisfaction,
rolesand life-styles

a) develop positive values and
*11 attitudes toward work that

enables one to obtain, bold,
encillvacce in career

b) apprelciate the Value of

career inforzation in making
career related decisions

t -

a) analyze careers ' 7.2.) develop respect for and '.

associated with Native arpreciat'ion of workers

-American and U.S, political in ill fields

process ,

b) appreciate the signifi-
cance oi acquiOng
employable skills

1The Role of ) acquire knothedge of
educational resources;

Education
paths, and options

.

.,-b) UmSerttand that leeening'is,
and 77 L.,continuous, ociurring both

v-inand outside of school
Training

4
Economic

Awareness.

and

Sufficiency

a) relate subject matter
or content knowledge
to career development

a) value continuation of

learning

1

a4nderetand theeioncnnic
implication of carious
career)paths

b) understand relationships
between consumer and
supplier

a) develop, skills in the

lnenagemect of resources

IV
1 a) undefitand that suCceisful

,vocational And leisure

AVOCATioJAL 1.
, experiences ma) contribute

iltarmsg)

Dr VI t

to satisfactidn in life

b) know specific avocation/
leiiure opportUnities

aappreciate the way resources
have been managed in
traditional Native American

communities
qi)

a) acquire tntreduCtory skill 3) d.velopf3opreeiation of the

in syNcred avoc.tiopal ccntribuzlen of avocation

activity(los) And lei6utv netivItiee to
the ((lift/14.1s of one's
life t

4(
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PROGRAMS
CONTENT'CONTEN4

DlIss

I

KNOWLEDGE,

MASTERY

OF

SELF f,

S

A

N

D

S

Self-and-
Culturil

Awareness
and

Self-and
Career;

Self-

sufficiency

EXpLOKATION PltOGRAM

KNOWLEDGE SKILL

o O
ATTITUDE

a) understand t',e im.lidatlans
of knowledi,dAt04.selfr

b) understand tag
of beluga Nat too V Lc Lan,
-in,the contdmpirary sec:et.

c) assess self-satisfaction

by rclation to career
choice

a) understand dee4m4on-ma.kang_

procedures taat can be usfin

to establish p.ruonal goama

and to make carer
related deCisions ,

acquire knowledge
decision makint process

a) explore one', platce
in life

test Self-concept in
she work
settings

c) explore one's place
in stn's own Native American
(tribal) community

ommulatJ tentative career
goals,'carry out career
plaaning, and,make
teorttiwe career choices

b) conduct value analyks

1

of career opticn.s

attaining goa a
c) assess prdbability of

) Acquire a sense of indepen-
dence and toner 1 of one's

own lice ,

.

S

II R

SOCIAL.#4,,

dirt'

.N
DEVELOPMENT

0

Social

Awareness

2

Social

Competence_

a) understand the multiple
ability requirements for
members of workinegraups

/ recognize the impbfcations
of :orking wItn arch without

supervision, !dependently,
and with others

a) determine the resources
of a group and hoar
best to use such
resources

'a) accept respOnsib

environment

itp to the

Understanling

the WoilS'of

Wort

a) understand chau grogp

interaction skills aid
work performance and
increase satisfying
human interactions

a) acquire competences in pro-
cess (interaction) sldils

,(communication skills. p
ning, organizing, cirrvingkr
out tasks, evaluation, etc.)

b) relate information about
kself seleiting,.learning
ana performing duties

a).accept re4ponsibility tb the
.society and goverSpent

b) become wieng to make ,

contributions to group
efforts and shire
,responsibilitias with

others in a group

a) understand how Work is
structured'and how power

' operates within a work
organization

b) acquire knowledge about .

VOpt ionsiivasourCes
c) increase knowledge of

occupitlons and work setting

III

V
9C:DRATIONAL A

AND

S

scON(AKAL,

DEVELOirENT

a) make knowledge-based
choice of a.career cluster

b) function in self-selected
work settings

c) implement a lutYk plan .

an monitor progress

2 a) learn what skills'are
4 required for employability

Employment
in selected career(s)

and
Employability

The Role of

D Eduetkion

and

Training

) aequirellbowledge about
regional and national--Lahnr.....

market, conditiOn

a) acquire a basic set of
employable skills

b) develop work habits nacos-
sarg to enter into ala
exploration of an occupation
in the career area of;One's
choice

a) develop an edUcational
plan that Matches and
suppoAta a certap career
desire

a) understand the relatinnsnip
of alternative educational f.
paths to alternative career
paths

b)recogniie thearelationship
of Interests, aptitudes. dad
and achievements to the
realization cf career goals

a) 'develop mod attitudes
necessary to explore an
occupation in the career
area of one's choice,

-Econott4.4.,

AWartaeaa

and

Sufficiency

4

nr4,rstand 0.at the 'Jat1vi
imerfenn ca---initi is de-
pend-41c ectrinmlcally on the

prnduCtive workwq
members

) UTA,r3t104 t'n principle) of
land and rc 'tee ranon at
esnm)n to :ativu
tralltEnnal news la,1

a)dnierstami the relationElp
between cirer ritha and
paths of avpat;oh/leicure

to

A

a) Instnve skill,' In

selecCed avocation/leisure
act:v(47/4,A)

11

21

a) develop an appreciation of
tae contribution of iV071 s
Clint and teilure
ims to Zile shclety a -
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Awareness, Orientation and lor,tion

-14
oo., --

The goalts ,on the precedingpages are'bfganized into three general.

'areas: Awareness, Orientation, and Exploration. These co stitutch the
-.. 1

. 4.

first three phases of career development. ,They also ref act -tIA`basicf
;. ..

structure of our program, which prOvides Uniti in,eachof'the three areas.

Development in these areas. is normally followed, b' CaieerPreparation/ in

re

which the learner traind for T .rie career, he or Sh'has learned how to.'
. ,.

Choose intelligently. .. -' .

The A4warene part ofthe curricul ."cotresponding t? the first
., ,

stage of Career deVelopment, provides information and iencee by

1 .'

..
.

40'

O

/IP

Which the learner will:

1. become more self-aware;
. -

2. become sore more positive6', awake of his

culture;

3. becoMe more socially aviare;.:" Q
. ., . .

4. become more' aware ot the world of work andits economic-',

,

or tier own

*
Implication's; and,

-

5. developwholesom attitudes toward work, includingtreepect

and appreciation for th6se.41c;do-i'..t.' ° 1

The orientation part of the curriculum builds ,upOn the'developcvnt
4

of awareness and provides- information and-,experkences by which the

learner will: '

1
1., gain an understanding of himself/herself/andehis/her relationship

A i
o

to career roles;

understand the value of a cuitufe society and to
. 6

individuals involved in it;

the

I

3. understand the indiViduae'responsibility toward others

- and toward society - .

,. .

4. become familiar nth occupational classifications and clusters,
- ,

... ,k

labor market condit ns, and educational-and training requirements;
4 ,

are/

5. understand the,goagnarric implications of various career paths.

,/

12
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4 A .
The Explorationart of the curriculuM, Corresponding to the third

..

e of career development, leads the learner the world bP
,

cafe and provides ,information and experiences, by whi he or she will:,

use information.about self in career path planning and

' in assessing career relevanee'and career ,satisfaction;

2. explore hii or her place and future in the cultural community; --- .

3 ,develop social .competence iri000perating with others while :
.

.:.acComplishingt4-sks;

explore_selectea occu tional clusters and develop competence

in, occupational planning and decisiOntmakims skills; and,

5.- gain coMpetence as a consumer and in handling economic affairs.

,- period 'of career preparation) wY ch,is not part of our curriculum,

normally follows the, exploration stage. In this period the individual.

should acquire occu tionalgkills and the knOwledge needed to enter a

selected field or c eer.:

The figures presented on the next. three pages indicate some ways in

which this tree-part structure gierns our prCrgrIm goals, implementation,

and cpntent.. Figure 1, "the_Spiral CondePt of Caeer Education,",doowt

-how,las the learner moves from career aWareness hrough orientation-and '-
.

exploration,,he/she becomes more knowledgeable and competent in,dealing

..with self, others, and the world' of careers, Figure 2,;Concentratich of
-...

Emphasis," stggests.howthe units to thelprogram can be spreod through the

three Junlior'Hijh SchOol grades.. This question is discussed inmore detail

in Section five. Figure 3, 4CurriculUm Design," show's how the twleve units

of the program are divided among -the ,three levels.

s.
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FIGURE 3. CURRICULUM DESIGN

--t

LQi

V V.

AWA.RENESS ORIENTATION EXPLORATION

Unit 1: "Part of the
Whole World:

(Cultural awareness,
economy aspect of
culture

Unit 2:-"Cooperation"
(values, cbnflict re-
solution, preparation
for group mark)

Unit 3: "Frcui Idea to
Product"
(malysis of tasks,:

is Stage.in pro-
t manufacture)

Unit 4: "The Caimunity"
(howpormunity economy
meets basic needs).

Unit 5: "The Community
in Transition"
(cultural. and economic

changes and survivals
as technology and
resources change),'

.e.

. Unit 6: "Putting Your
Mbney to Work"_

(Managing' financial

resources "for family -

and small business,
,money-handling

Unit 7: "Living with
the Land".
(Managing natural re-
sources to meet ccrn-,

munity needs, and
careers)

".

.
Unit 8: "%biking for
the People" '
(U.S. & Indian govern-

.

ment structures and .
careers, and ham

governnents manage Mat-
munity resources to
meet needs)

6

Unit 9: "Planning"

(self-analysis, group
and personal planning)

Unit 10: "Putting It
All.Tbgether"
(Career clusters and.'

their relationships,
values., aptitudes, and -

career choice)

Unit 11:'"Getting Ready
For 'Jobs" ,

(levels within job areas,
identifying training
requirements)

o

Unit 12: "The Career
Fair"

(researching specific
jobs and career'
clusters, working with
group to plan and. put
on career fair)

21



III. PROGIVA CONTENT'
...

° The Instructional -Units

, .

It was originall assumekthat once programAoals'had been identified;

it would be possible to select and adapt'contenf frorn previously developed.

units wh4lphwould )lead toward thosegoals% ,A:State of the Art study of

existing materials'In Career Education way:made early in 1975 to serve as
.

a basis for7development. ',However, this study demonstrated that very little

had been done which was appropriate to meeting Native American needs'or
I

which could' be readily adapted. Therefore, with a few exceptions (mostly

in the area of gaMes), the material in theSe units has been specially

deVeloped for this program.

The program includes twelve instructional units. The first five of

these:are intended.to make students aware of cooperatiVe skills and of the

cultufal and economic context, within which'careers exist., The-next thfee

units orient students to the `nature and significance of three career areas:

money management (family and business); resource management (ecology); and

1 cotmuniiY management.(public service). These three uditS -serve as

examples of how informationabout specific careers can,be related to the

rest o the program and to real life. In a model program it'is obviously

si.blC to cover all Careers; 'therefore, the last four'uniis provide'

students with the knowledge and-skills theyswill need to explore careers

of their own choice. These skills include planning, identifying interests

and aptitudes, and finding out about job Characteristics' and training

requirements. The pages.wpich"follow present a brief summary of each

unit in the program.

"

17
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Awareness Level:

Cooperation

4

Purpose: to help Indian students develop cooperative g up-interaction

Skills, in particular those Skills needed to resolve group nflicts,-

and to realize the importance of understanding people's Values.:

4 .

Summary: In-this unit, students work together in small groups to talk,

read, and about coopeiitive group interaction skills. Activities

include soling a puzzle, answering questions based on their own

observations, and participating in a simulation exercise in which they

play the rd2f agroup of,,studehts planning an Indian Day program, and

anotherin which' they simulate the staff of an Urban Indian Health CeFiter.

They are then ift4rouced to a techniquefor resolving conflicts.

Subject areas: Social development, health_

Part of the Whole World

o

PUrpose: 'to present the ideL that there are many cultuies and ethnic

groups in. the world, each of which has made val le codtributions; that

among these groups, American s have been notable; that eaah tribe

has its. own culture aid achiivements; and that each indiVidualcontributes.

as well. Students also learn that all human communities have to

certain basic needs;,, that'the way therao'so depends on their environment

and resources, and that these ways 'of dealing with the world comprise their

culture.

,Summary: In thisunit, students,work together in smali grOups to gather .

information and produce-materials for a class bulletin board, or display.

Irt order to gather Material for the display, students do. library research,
.

map-related work, and reports,.

1,4. Subject areas: Social development, health
-

18
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If

r

From Idea to Product

r

Purpose: to help students understand the steps involved_in making a
,,r. ft

product, and that these 'Steps are basically the same whether the product

is being created by a Ilrgle person or by many people in interrelated
441#,

jobs. This understanding forms the bagis for a study of the relationship

between economics and occupations and of the roles played by various

occupations in fulfilling the community's needs._

Summary: Studentlearn how to analye processes by using a simple

charting technique, which they apply to the ancess of building a ,

cradleboard in a traditional Indian (Navajo) setting,and*then to creation,

of the equivalent product, a playpen, in a technological setting.\ Information
00

is presented through readings and slide tapes.

Related subject areas: Economics, lumber and furniture industries, woodworking

The Coranunity

Purpose: to help students understand the economic structure of their own

community, similarities and differences between it and, the economies of

traditional Indian communities, and the implications of adding a new

industry to the economy Of a community.

Summary: Students will read about traditional and contemporary Indian'

communities, answer question about their economic, structures, arid'prepare,,

a retiOrt;.prepare an econamic map of their an community;:and participate

in a:simulaticin exercise in which they take the pacts of dtemunity leaders

who must decide whether or not to allow the construction of an electronics

plant in their own town.

Related, subject areas: Economics, historY.,
t

government

19
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,t

V

The Community in -Traftsiion

Purposer to help students understand sane of the principles which govern

cultural' change and to show how it is sible-to adapt to changewhile-

retaining essential cuitral elemen The Unit focuses on differences

and similarities in'the ways ,in whidh basic needs are met at different

periods in -a dulture's history and on the corresponding effects'on

lifestyles, roles and careers within the `culture.

.1

'Summary: Students follow an imaginary southwestern tribe of Indians from'

the hunter/gatherer stage of'developmentto an agricultural village, a

reservation near a rural'small town, a large city, and finally the

land in their own way. Activities inclu&

and a community planning exercise,.

.

,

mathematics
144
iransportation,

development'of their own

'reading, mapwork, games,

Related subject areas: .History4 geogr

:industry

Orientation Level:

, .

Puttii Your Money tto Work
r

4
Pdrppse:' to help Indian students understand how to manage resources,

particularly the 'resource of money, bath on a person 1 level and in r ,
40

the world df work,. . 4

Summarll: Students do exercises and small group activities in which they

pcionside,haw money is used, practice check-writing and balancing a family

budget, learn abott the use and movement of cash, stock and other assets
. -

in small business, learn abbAt the process of applying for a loan, and

leatn a4541i some careers which involve managing money.,
.;

,14f, Related subject,areas: Mathematics, bbsiness, banking

a
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LivinTwith the Land

,

Purpose: to help studentt understand concepts, involved in the Management

-of-natural resources, especially as they relate to traditional Indian

values; understand the relationship between basic needs, resources, and

waste disposal'Methods; and .became familiar with occupations in the area

of environmental and natural resource management.

Summary: Students read but basic ecological concepts and play a game

which reinforced this knoWledge; examine pictures ofcommOn items in a

traditional Indian and-a contemporary house in order to compare the ways.

in which basic -needs are met, what resources aib used, andrhow waste

.products: are dealt with; read about environmentally. directed careers4

and decide wilidh 'of these careers would be releVant in solving

environmental' problems currently facing Indian tribes as described in

newspaper articles.

Related subject areas: Life sciences, ecology, and careers in these areas...

Working for the.People

.16*,"
Purpose: to help students understand the basic functions performed by

government,fc0ethe community and the need areas it addresses; to help'thpm

understand ttie organization and activities of federal, state, local and

tribal governments and valunteet organizations, and introduce them to public

service and,somp of the careers it inClUdes.

Summary:- After an introductory consideration of the nature of goternment,

students will read abOldtthree traditional Indian styles of goVernment.

They will learn abbut the threelevelsof American government-and-66

nature and requirements of one career at -each level, and.they,wili play a
f

-card in whip they ;rust acquire the cards representing fulfillment ofti
all.a community's needs. FoildWing this activity, they will read about three

7 ,

,,.contemporary tribal governments, an urban Indian.oentet's operation, ana a,

21
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Mbrking for the People (continued)

survey of Indian organizationg.

with each of these three areas. Finally, students participate in'a

They will also read about sane jobs connected

simulation exercise in which they take the parts and'points of view of

people from various agencies and organizations who must recommend action

on Indian government to Congress.: An o -going activity is-the preparation

of a-displayof newspaper artidies feat inggovernment_and:ipublic service.
'a.

Related subject areas:

Exploration Level:

Planning

Government,- public service:careers

Purpose: to introduce 'students to the concept of planning, and help, them\

see its relevance and importance to their daily lives,

and their possible career choices. Students will have

planning, to learn to plan better by using a five-step

obstacles to a plan, and to planatricl make decisions as

their group work'

a chance to practice'

process, to overckle

a group.

I
Summary: Students will begin-by defining their own interests. Theyeen

consider their daile'activities, which tasks require planning, and hdeq.

they'might better plan.the use of'their time. They also learn and

practice five steps to better plannihg. Small groups play a game in which

they make a plan, think up obstacles to another group's plan, and think of

ways to overcome oEStacles to their own plan; Finally, students take part

in a simulation exercise which gives them practice in group planning and

consensus decision making. During-the unit, students are also asked to

keep a journal of their reactionnd ideas.

Related subjecCareas: Composition, matnematics, arts-
- .
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Putting It All' Tbgethere

Purpose:, to introduce students to the idea that in'both-traditional

cOntempbrary societies, careers can be divided into clusters. Studen

also consider how their own interests, values and aptitudes-might'af

see how People with different jobs and-interest

product, and study similarities and differences

in traditional and contemporA, soCiieties:

ing to

career choice-. They

together to create a

values, and job types
).,

work

in

Summary: Studts learn that careers. can be grouped together accor

tommon features in'the jobs performed (e.g., Health, Transpdrtaticin

Personal Services). They see how jobs iFolved in meeting batic n

or are not different in a traditional and a contemporary society.4

build and'market a real or imaginary kite to learn how people with'

-different jobs and skills must work together to- create a product..
-57Idsprbe and dem9nstrate t r own interests and aptitudes:and 1

.their values and how these might differ if

iety. Finally, theyonsider how ple's

those of others, a.ndcOnsid

they lived in_a traditional

interests, aptitudes and values can affecttheir career choices.

s are

hey

They 1

about

Related subject areas: Social development, economics

*
Getting Reedy for Jobst

,Purpose: 'tb acquaint students with educational and training requirements

for different jobs and p e enough data So that students cao extrapolate
,

t1P general requAremen

t
Suminary:'In this unit, students are re-introduced,to the, idea of career

clusters.; They also meet the idea that jobs can be divided into-levels

.epoording to the'amouht and kind of training they _require. Students

play games and solve a picture puzzle by reading and 'manipulating data fln

educati training rpquirments for differpt jobs,,and they consider

how this rthation might apply td their own careek pleth. In ddition,

-students study t ads" in real, and j.magineryilewspapers, and match given

,for different types ,of jobs.

=
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Getting Ready for Jobs (continue4

jobs charact istics and skill's of real or imaginary people. They
.

also consider mid-career decisiohs (e.g., whetherlo; continue in a

. particular job or go back to school for more trainingYand how personal

values and emotional needs can affebt suchdecisions. They compose and

:solve problems* "stories" mid- career decisions.

-Related Subject areas: EngliSh/oardiaosition, ma
..z.kot,,,.0.0 v'''-, ,.

The Career Fair

C.

tics, social studies .

O

t
Q

Purpose: to help students review and apply. the knowledge which they have

gained in the preceding eleven,unit

Summary: 'As an introductory activity, students to s same of

the general concepts which havelbeen dealt previous units,. They

also, discuss their'reac

oonduct'and evaluate a

research into the nature

groUp planning, decision

ion to the units. They then plan, prepare,

API- Fair. This involves. individual and group

requirements of jobs chosen by the students;

making, And cooperation in,preparing the .Fair as a

whole and the individual "exhibas".:within it; use of individual artistic,

literary, and other'. gkizlls in creating the exhibits on Particular jobs; and
.

evaluation of their work-through ti it own observationsaand a

questionnaire filled out by vititars.
./ 400

. ,

4
L

Related suhjeat dregs: E6glish/language arts', AVtp and Crafts, library skills.
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Unifying Concepts

The twelve units in the series are linked by certain themes and

concepts which are presented in a variety of contexts and from many .

different points of view: Some of these ideas are derived from program

'goals, while others eke inherent'in the subject matter being presented.

These concepts provide students with a means otorganizing what they

learn about the world, about work, and about themselves and their heritage.

They also enable students to build onItheirideas from one unit to the next.

Cultural Relevance

Perhaps the most important characteristic required for any program

designed for Native American students is'cultural relevance--relevance,

4that is, ,to the NatiVe.American'culture. Since the muting of Europeans to

American, Indian children have been subjected to the best (or worst).that.

dAermined educators could do to make them "...acquire new habits, new sl

ideas, new modes blLiife; (so that)1the old Indian will die off..."*

Over a hundred years have passed, and the "old Indian" is. still ,very much

alive. A culture which has endured sb long surely has a great deal to

contribute and should be treasured instead of being_ignoredNor ressed.

.Furthermore, the Indian ul%'derstandably--is unwi in
f ,

or unable.to learn from meter als which deny his existence or worth. As

the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education commented;
'MP

The teacher complains about the Navajo youth not being motivated,
but how. can he be expected to be motiVated when to do So means
rejection of his parents as well as-their teachings, his religion,
his race and history. **

4 _,

* James B. Carleton to Genet-al LorenmopomaS, September 6, 1;6, in U.A. '-

. Congress Senate Joint Special Committees "COriditions of the Indian Triber"
39th Congress, 2nd Session; 1966-67;--Rewort No.156,6p. .34.

** Special Subcommittee On' Indin-Education, Indian Education: A"National
Tragedy--a National Challenge (dashington,,USGPO, 1969).

..
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Too often, the student'is caught between the two cultures and is unable

to profit from a curriculum designed for non -Indian children. As a- -result,

he conclu.:,s that he is at'fault, or begins to accept the stereotypes of

the non-Indian majority. One South Dakota high schoolstudent's statement

that "IndianS have greater problems because they're real stupid"* is only

too typical.

Therefore, in addition to transmitting information about careers, this

program must also try to reinforce or reinstill in the Indian student the

realization that be. or she is a wotthwhile person, and that Indians as a

group are at least the equal of any other group. .The program attempts to

do this by presenting the student with repeated examples of Indians who

have conquered the white man's world, preferably without rejecting their

own culture 'Indians who are struggling with problems like those the student

40
is likely to have; and Indians past end, present who'..are proud of the

unique skills and insigkg1 of their people. "You are valuable" cannot be

said too often or too loud.

Such an approach also has the advantage of woAcing from the familiar to

the unfamiliar, so that the student does not have to master the illust,cation

as well as the concept. An Indian writer has said:

When education is preserZed to the Ingian child in the right
manner, he Will absorb f1 as readily as does any white child.
(Educate them .f/pm what they already know, not from a totally
new, and strange field of experience.**

A It is much easier for a student to believe in_the possibility of

mastering a subject if he sees examples of people like hin,Whol have done so.

Fortunately, such-a cultural approach has prOkrenIto be a ;eery useful

method of presenting information about careers. In'order to understand the

world of work within which careers exist, it is necessary to understand those
4F

environmental and cultural forces which make work necessaryand these

forces apply to people everywhere. They can be studied quite well within

the context of Native imerilan cultured

I'

* quoted in U.S. Senate Subcommittee on In4an Education, First Annual Report
to 'the Congress of the United States from the National Advisory Council on
Indian, Education (Washington, USGPO, 1974).

1.

** Palengcysi Aoyawayma, in A Guide for Teachers and Librarians with Suggestions
for teaching Indian Students (ONIfthoma State Dept., of Education, 1972).

,
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Teaching About Indian Culture

The non-Indian teacher in a classroom of Indian students (or the Indian

teacner who is from a different tribe than his Or her students) may,feel same

uiffidence When asked to teach tnemabouttheir own culture and traditions.

Unfortunately, there are not yet enough Indian teachers id schools serving

Indian students to require that Indian culture be'taught only by Indians.

To is it really nedessary, if the teacher us4s the Indian culture activities

in the units as opportunitieS for discovery, shared with the class.

There is little information' about Indian culture which is so absolutely

verified that one can afford to be didactic,. Even where somebhing about

one tribe-at one time and place is known# things might have Len different

for anotner branch of the tribe in a*different_place. Also, Indian traditions

are alive and still evolving, and what might-have been unheard of the 19th

century may be perfectly genuine today:.,

However these problems-shouldnot be allowed to frighten the teacher

into avoiding the'subject entirely. gs the earlier paragraphs of this section:

indicated, an emphasis on Indfaa culture is essential. wilany Indian children

have absorbed Indian values and behavior patterns, but know few facts, especially

tie kinds of facts that can be used td support a belief in the valueoi Indian

culture,., In-particular, children of acculturated families or those living

in the citl may have had Hale opportunity td learn these things.

Students should be encouraged to.find out about the ,aiwn people--to

become experts on Indian culture who can educate the tea er. Talking .to,

family members or-other members of the community may help them develop a

relationships, and a sense of continuity, and establish ications between.

generations.

Meanwhile, the teacher will be bringing in whatever printed materials

on the tribe or tribes represented in -his or bier class.

Th6infOrmation in these materials should be preSented, qr at least

interpreted as an object of objective inquiry. lbacherand students should

examine them and ask whether the facts and. interpretations are in fact true--

if they know anything which would qualify them. This is especially important

the only materials mailable are biased7agairist Indians.

Ape
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approach which can, be useful is for the teacher to,do some-
,

' r

reseaxen on his or her cwn ethnic background. He or she can then offer
}

4;
p.arallel illustrations get discussionwping. For instance, a teacher might

say -- "Some of my ancestors came from Germany. Th&y used to buildhouses of

o w9od,and plaster thatched with straW..° 'Iwo did your ancestors build houses?'/

Trkiitional and Te4ehnieal-Lifeetyles

One of the most important uses of the liSt of basic needs is to point

up the parallels between traditional Indian and technologicalindustraliz,ed,

Urbanized, ','modern" ways of life. NOtethat the heading is traditional and

technO6ical,not traditional versus technological. It valid be both

insulting and untrue to imply that because electric lights and glass-walled

apartments are part of the contemporary scene, firelight and hogans must be
b

relegated to history. Dtrthermore, a considerable effort has to be made

to avoid value judgments on 1.1e relative worth of the' two'lifestyles.
-

Between,pollutiori and the energy crisis, the traditipnal Indian ways of life

are beginning toseem more_sensible every day.

A recurrent approach-in presenting the subject matter of the units

is to begin with an .example frcuutrAditional.Indian life which illustrates

theprinciples izolved (examples have been takeh.from as many different

Bribes as the dependable information on), and then to pass.

to the e.4.411PAW.N2Eluivalen in the ,non -Indian econany: For instance, in

the unit "Fr.*.Adea to Product," the steps involved in-building a
, .

ocradiLdard are described and analyzed, and then the equivalent steps

in making a playpen, frau lumberihg to sales, are, similarly discussed.

This approach serves thepurposesboth of cultural relevance and of

economic education.

'sr

Basic Needs
/ r

, ,

lip
, e , n.

. %

As people in crisis situations have always found, every human being
: .

wants 'the same,foUr basic things:. ecmething:to eat; shelter, from the.

elements: protectiOn fran dangers` of every kind; and physical and non-
. P

s. a
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physical tools to help him or-her fulfill the other three needs. People

differ in the ways in which they meet these basic needs, however, and those

ways'-are governed by the physical and psychological environMent within which

the people live.

.The concept of basic need.; is a-useful device fdr presenting everything

from cultural alternatives to career clUsters.\ It is also a good device for

relating these things to each other. In the unit, "Partof the Whole World,"

e it is used to help students identify similarities and differences between.
-

- -various cultures; irr"The Community in Transition," it enables students to

trace and explain the changes in a oOmmunity's life style; in "Working for'

the People" it hslps students analyze what a government does, and whyi and,

in "Putting it AllyTogether," it gives students a framework on Which to

.group careefs':: And these are only a few examples of ways in which tne

conCept.df basic human needs can be used.

Community

/"`--'
The term community, i.e., tiose who- have something in common, can be.

used in a number of different ways. As used in these- materials, it has two

primary meanings. The first meaning is that of the, economic community -=that

group ofpeople who depend on.each other to meet their basic needs. .The

classic e)Lample of this is a village in which there is some specialization

(blacksmith:*doctor, priest, etc:) and in which all the steps in production

of basic, items take place loc.ally-. Most traditional cannunities,,(tribal or

village gicups) are of this-type.

. However, an economic dbmmunity Scan be'as small as a single family

d living by hunting and gathering.or.by the products of a smallfarm, or as

large as an urban center in Which there are numerous sources of ,everything

item. needed to support life. (The "source" is the point at which an tem becomet

available to the user.) In sane places where population is scattered'lver a

large area,, the "community" may, be half a dozen or so 11 towns or

settlements to which the people commute to get necessities:.

In a broadersense, however, "community" means those people whq

depend on each Other for psychicInd emotional support:. It is in this

,sense that.the term applies to Indians in.an urban area, for instance.

Often, this-kind of community is identicil with an economic community,

howevanr there may be times, when it is not. A Navajo who 'moves to Los
e

Angeles is still part of the Navajo community if he or she wishes to be.

A'psychic community depends,on communication and shared concerns.

./
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Figure 4

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SIC NEEDS

\
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SHELTER

Housing

Clothing

Heat

Defense 4* Health

Law & Order Religion
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Tbols & Trantportation

Equipment. Connunication
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eammunity in both these senses is essential to career education.

As-part of the economic community, the individual will earn his living

but his work will seem worthwhile only as it relates_to the psychic

community.

Carew Clusters

GroOping jobs into career clusters is a ccvenient Method of dealing

with a vast andsometimes-confusing mass of information. Such. grouping has

a number of advantages. In terms Of this program, the cluSters can be

linked with the various groupsor sub--groups of basic needs. Far instance,

the need for security includes physical security, that is, defense from

both enemies and disease. 'People who want,to meet the need for security

by defending others against disease. usually aim for one of the careers

. in the Health cluster.

The second advantage of studying careers in clusters is that such

organization permits the-inclusion of information on little-known careers,

in a given area of interest. For instance, studeh--3 who want to help heal

the sick-will undoubtedly be familiar with doctors and nurses. But what if

the education required for-these careers is unobtainable, or the specific

Skills required arenot compatible with the student's abilities? Finding

out about other jobs in the Health area, sdahlas/Taoratory technician,

medicil cords librarian, or X -ray technician, can point a student toward,

, a careerIwhich fits both his aptitudes and his values..

The Office of gOLD loyment divides careers into fifteen major clusters

yhich.correspand in same ways tothe basic need areas andsuhaiisions,

However the career dusters sametimes include in one group careers which

' help meet with more than one need, and vice versa. You may finidltleful

to look at the analysis of needs and career clusters in Figure S.

31
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. NEEDS

Food

FIGURE 5

. cAREERnausTERs AND- BASICA*

meat/

vegetables

-\ hones.-
-sanitation

Shelter
. clothing'
'fuel.

Sedurity

.law/gownlment
law enforcement
health care't

religion °--
-., art

entertainment

making tdols
transportation
education
cammunicatim

any of the above

vi!--..,

o

:;>.
,

CAHR..CMUSTERS

4:

Agridulture
Marine Science
Natural Resources & Environment
Home Eoondthijcs.

.Conslirudtton

Public Service 1

Hare Econathids 1

Natural,Resources/Lhvironnent

Public' Service

Health

F' Arts
Fine Arts, Hospitality/igecreatidn.

Manufacturing, Piarketing/Dikributioin
Transportation.' ,

Public Service
COmmunicatians and Media

Bpsine:ss/Oflice,

Personal Services
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Cooperation and Management

t

The activities in which people engage to meet their basic eds or do

their jobs involve a constantly. varying tension (whether 'conscious-or not)

between cooperation and management. Cooperation involves people working

together for common or complementary goats. Management involves conscious

coordination of these activities so that all the goals will be achieved.

In some_cultUres, where self4anagement is stressed, voluntary cooperation

is essential and is co onse4ausly-valued-y-In-cultures where obedience to

leaders or to the la.44 is the rule, soMe'people must learn to menage the

cooperation of others.

In a multi-cultural.society such as ours, it is particularly important

that everyone learn how to cooperate constructively with others and also

to Organize,: plan, and manage his or her own activities and resources.

Our progrdWgives students a chanceto practice and develop boith cooperation

and management skills: The unittitled,"Cooperation" has the development

of Cooperation skills as its main goal. Some of the units in the Exploration

phase, such as "Planning" and "Getting Ready for Jobs" emphasize personal ,

,management skills. However, in all the units, both content,and activities
,

stress the need for people tp" work together.

A

t
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Figure 6

SOME CCNCEPTUAL LINKS AMDNG THE UNITS
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Sequence and Configuration
*

4

As indicated in the introduction to the program, the units are

separated into three levels=-AWarenesS, Orientation, and Exploration.

lipsides differing in level, the units also differ in the subject areas

torwhich theit contQnt or activities give them an affinity. If one

analyzes the interplay of levels, concepts, and subject relevance, a

'.variety of patterns can be seen.

For instance, the unit "Part of the Whole Worsleincludes aementS

of social studies, geography, language arts; and.art. If one wished to

emphasize the social studies elements, the relationship of the environment

to the social and economic structure ,of a community might be stressed, and

students might begin an,investigation of their cyan comMunity which would

continue in "The Conmunity." This might be.followed by "Th&CoMmunity'in

Transition," which explores the ways in which changing enviro*..nt affects

the socio - economic' system, jobs,a4td lifestyles, apd then to "Living with
. ,

the Land," in which various uses of the environment and their implications

are considered.

Taking "Part. of the Whole World" from an Art or Crafts point of view,

studentg might stress the oodnunications aspects of the display, using_the

'charting skills taught in "From'Idea to PToductg_ to analyze haw they made

the display, sharpen 'their planning skills in "Plaftning," andfinally go

on to a More sop4sticated look at planning and Putting up a display'

in "Putting It All Together". .

Figure 5 on the previous page Shows some of the conceptual links

among units..

0

Format of the Materials

The instructional units in the Native AMerican Career

consist of a Teacher's GkJide with teacher instrUctions,and

stUdentmaterials, and a test. The1units are divided into

Education program

masters for

ActiVitieA,'each

of which should4take approximately one day to one week of classroom time.
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Each Activity, in turn, includes several exercises. These may vary from

readings of some length, to projects, to single review questions. Most

Activities include some material which can be assigned as homework. .Eadh

Activity covers one concept, a group or concepts, or stages in a project,

They are cumulative ineffect; and in some units an illustration or project

will be retained and developed fiom Activity to Activity,

The Teachers Guide begins with an introdliction which contains a detailed

list of all goals and objectives, an analysis ot the unit's structure, 'time

estimates,,, and a list of materials required for the unit. Fbr each Activity

there are teaching suggestions on how to present exercises, lists of

materials to prepare; masters-far student readings, exercise's, games, etc.,

and suggestions for possible additional activities. At'thererid of the Guide

bibliography and a list of audio-visual and other resources wadi-I-can be

used 'to enrich activities. A test for the unit and sample answers are also

inch . of/ :,_. s-,

Mast exercises which 'present concepts of information that will enaDle,

studedts to build concepts are followed by some sort`' of review. Toihere.

appropriate, sample answers to these review stienseallow them. These

answers can be reproduced and giv6n to students to check their own work,

read aloud by the-teacher and used/by him or-her to-correct exercises, or
_N'

used as a basis for class discussion of the questions.

The teacher' has 'a nuPber-of options in using the student materials

themselves. They can be xexexed,.ditteed,"or Otherwise reproduced as is.

Teachers will, probably want td save same parts, such as gcure materialS
. .

and readings, for use by later classes. However, the revieP questions and

other worksheet -type exercises should be considered consumab16.

This format al4ows the teacher to -make changes in the materials which ) ,
.

...,

will,icncrease their relvance and feasibility in a given sdhbol setting.

For instance; teachers may want to Change exapples and illuStrations to suit
t

.. student' tribal background or the,ecnomic or geographical environment
.

of the ...: ,
I ty. They may feel it- advisable to shott&;er lengthen readings.

If the g had used other resources or done additional activities, the'
. I
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teacher will probably want to add questions about them td

This also gives the teadhgr, greater axibility in fusing

content with that of a regular subject claSs.

J
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IV. _THE PROGRAM AND THE STUDENT
I ,

4

In developing materials specifically for Indian students, it is

essential to try to find out as much aS:possible about what tea4ng a

methods ward and are used by the Indians themselves, what caltural

factors condition the Indian.eb4d's approach to learning, and how this

information can be used _in the.clasiroam. -Unfor.Lnately, comparatively

little research in this area has been done, and that little de difficult

to locate.

As late as 1969, the Senate Subcommittee report on Indian Education'

-could state -- "...the typical sdhool:feels that it is its responsibility:

not to teach but to impress'the,'alien' Indian with. 8 of the

dominant .culture.. " so- perhaps it is not surprising that so ittle

information onthe Indian leaZner exists. Organization and dissemination

Of existing information, and additional research to fill in the gaps, is

one of the crucial needs of Indian Education.
.

yr, .

q

t..'
, ://' 63.

,

,..

TraditionalA,I6diap Teadhing.MethOds%
,o..../......,

7 "

cS:ehim.ild be emphasized at the beginning Ofthis`diecussion

is that 10Pa aditiolpal,Indiaetfirikgerkare no "schools. Nonetheless,

fpr'sever usand'years,.IncizhIldreil have-learned what, they needed

to know in order to survia-a;;Ids''trnsrriit.' culture-lo subsequent

gener'ations. Obviously; formal schdbliii is not required forparning to'

take place: What then are the.rmeang' b' which' Indian childrenrare taught

in a traditional setting?. 6
3(

b

., ...,a.-
* Special subcoMmitteebn Indian-Edatation, Indian Edubation:
Tragedy - -a National Challenge, .e..° cit. ,

A' National
...,,.
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In a paper based on research done On 'the Warm Spring's reservation in

Oregon, Susan U. Philip summarizes them as follows:

ea'

The context...in which-learning takes place can be perceived
as a sequence, idealized, of three steps: (1) observation,
which of course'incllides listening; (2) superi/ised%
'.participation; and (3) private, self-initiated self-testing.*

These characteristids appear to be typical of most American Indian

tribes. Let us consider them in a little more detail. -*

Observation. Philips reports.that older women on the Warm Springs

reservation reminisced about being 'required to watch their elder relatives

tan hides when they, were very young, rather than beig4 allowed to play.

In a society whde- there was no se ation between work and faMily life,

just as there was no separation tween family-life and education, children

had ample opportunity y observe how necessary-taSks were done.

History, religion, and ethics were transmitted to the young by story

tellers, or byt.he-great spoken-and danced dramas-of the ceremonial cycles

among tribes such as the Hopi or the Pawnee. In these instances, too, the

child was required to watch or listen, but not'to participate. g

participant at the National Indipn Bilingual Education conerence ih 1973

commented, "The Indian style for teaching is to:tell,a story to illustrate

the pointd to be taught tothe child...the child is not told to do this

or than'to the story."**
4.

*Susan U.. Philips, "Acquisition of Rules for Appropriate Speech" ini.
Function of Speech-in the Classroom, ed. C. Cazden, V. 5Ohn, D. Byrnes,'
Teacher's College Press: 1972.

**National,Indi.an Bilingual Education Conference, 1973 *P

IndianIndian gilingual Education Conference, BIA Indian Education Resources Center,
Box 1788, Albuquerque, New Mexico. pp. 27, 30.
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Supervised participation. Philips defines this as ".:::the seg-
.

mentation of a task by an older relative, and the partial carry4g Out oi

task or one of its segments by the child." This begins at a'very early

age, and tasks would be suited to a child:rettrength_and compehepsion,

such as collecting firewood, pounding clay for,making pottery,

"Such activitiesinvLe'a small amountof Verbal instruction Or direction

from the older relative, and allow for gulestions on the part of the child..

GradAlly the child comes to learn all of theskills involved in'a

particular process, consistently under the supervision of an older relative

who works along with him." This mode of instruction.is particularly

nveiient in an extended family sit4atiOn, where grandparents or other

Elder relatives are availableand have close relationships with the young

hiidren. Children also learn fron101der siblings appl'other children,
.

and by participating in games whicAsimulate life tasks.
-

Unsupervised practice. Two comments from the bilingual conference are

of interest here--vanIndian chid learns by trial and error (they are)

4..expected'to learn to-cope with things by themselves.:. "; and "You just,

repeat the process until it Comes out right.. You must have a positive,

forward-looking approach. This is really a cglIpral approach to

acquiring

For instance, a little boy may want'to ]warn to be a iunter. He

listens to his father tell hunting stories./ his older brothers

playing-shooting games. His grandfather makes him a little bow.And shows

him how.to.hcad it. When he goes out by himselfed'ioractices,'.and 1

practices, until' It last he is able to bring a rabbit home 'few supper. .

4--That is his examination4ThepOint her is that the learner is self-

motivated, he gpes.at his own pace,Ale practices where no-one,else will pe

able to see his failures, and-the only "test" that counts is the one he

,passes. Carried into the religious area:this pattern is typical ahmanY.

Plains and Great Basin tribes, where individuals spent' long periods in .

isolated vision quests, returning when they had aOctuired spiritilalpowee,
-y-

new skills, or new songs or ceremonies. -

/'

f

O
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Another characteristic of learning in a traditional Native American

setting is, that the practical value of, the knowledge ioeing presented is

immediately obvious to the stqdent, and all instruction is illustrated by

.personal reference or observation of'the,environment. A painting entitled

"Sioux teacher," by Oscar Howe, 442ws alvarrior explaining the exploits

painted on 1-,4s tepee to two boys. Even more typical -would be references

to incidents which had taken place at various spots a child aniolder

person might be passing, or comments on the-characteristics and use of

different plants or animals which they' see.

- To conclude this summary of traditional learning styles, we would like

to refer to the r4piort of McKinley, Bayne, and Nimnicht:

"Our field data indicate that Indian children prefer the style
of learning characteristic of their native culture. Generally,
the learner initiates an extended_periOd of observation and
at4impts performance only when heleelg fairly certain of his
ability. Premature; bungling attempts are'met with teasing,
and successful attempts with quiet9 acceptance.

-Indian children...prefer self-directed and self-initiated
projects, ungraded curricula, and learning activities which can
be completed with minimal interaction between students and
teacher, except when the interaction involves friendly help
on an individual basis.'!*

The Indian Learner'

Values a

JI

11.

a

In addit. loring the methods of instructionfavored Indian

societies, it is rtant to consider what cultural values may a ect the

Indian chiles approach to learning. A.D. Fisher contrasts the'differences

.
*A ,/

* Francis McKinley, Stepherifgayne, Glen Nimhicht, Who-Should Control Indian
'Edhcation? (National Indilp Training and Reearch Center, 1970), pp. 14-15.

7.
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between IrLan and modern American-Values in the list on page 41 .*

The list is fairly extensive, and it becomes easy to.see,how in many cases

the classroom "..:becomes a plte where a single adult repreSenting white

American cultural values attempts 'to iniPbse these values on a group of

children to wham those values are intolerable."**

The twig places where these value differences are most likely to cause

problemsare in curriculum materials and standard classroom organization.
. %.7

*We have already- considered curriculum problems under the heading of CUltural

Relevance. (pages 25-26). Classrooth organizdtion and instructional strategies

present a more subtle /problem.

00ne of the most common assumptions in American education is that

'individual, competiti4e achievement is good in itselfand-is a useful

method of motivating students to do their best. This is inconsiderable

contrast to the Indian values of codperation, sharing, and putting the

group 'first.' As Bradshaw and Renaud point out, "In trying to be-a good

and successfulIndian, the Indian-student must. often be a bad and

unsuccessful student. " * * -

)

I

*A.0. Fisher: Mite Rites versus Indian Rights," Transaction -(New
Brunswick, Noyember,:1969), p, 32.

* *McKinley, Bayne, NinmiCht, og. Cit, p. 16.

***Theckia Bradshaw and Andre RenaUd, The Indian Child and
Canadian Home and School and Parent-Teacher Feideration,

7e- Ltd.., Canada).
..

,c
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- . .

Indian Cultural Sackgrouripardsses
.

1/"
000perati

wisdom

protection of

: sharing

sharing

t

environment

"present" rather than "future"
oriented

independence of tribal groups

respect for tradition'

oldege as a time of'reverence

food gathering hunting,- fishing

observation

close ties to homeland and the
extended family

`grOup status actively pursued
(inappropriate to work for
individual, status)

restitution

peace and politeness

happy human relalionships.

endurance .

intense and highly persdnal
relationships

character, as a source of status

0

3

$-
'

Modern American Values and Goals
Incorporated into and Reinforced

by the EducatiOnal System
. .

competition

technology

manipulation of environment

commercialization

amassing capital

delayed-gratification

national interdependence

modernism

yOuth,as the "golden age"

industrialization

.science

Mobility and the "nuclear family

striving for increased individual
status 41k: e

punishment
.

confrontation

achievement-, it
-devotion to the "new"

casual impersonal relationships

educational degrees*as a source
of
6
status

1

I

'
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However, oompe4tion, when used properly, is not necessarily 'A bad",

thing. Foerster and Little-SoIdier state:

'Contrary to gnat many uninformed non-Indians believe, the,
Indian student is'competitive. 0,4e has only tolook at
the successes which Native Amehcan students enjoy in
athletibc to disprove this myth. But the type of competition
in the traditional classroom which singles out individuals °

and puts one student against another is 'Contrary to what
many Indian students are taught-at hone and may only serve,
to embarrass these students and create negative feelings
toward school and teacher. ComPetition in the open. classroom,
on the Other hand, in which the student vies with himself and
whicffencourageghealt* small.grolip Competition; offers a
more satisfactory 'alternative which allows the. Native American

'-studenot to /Compete within the framdWork of hiw own value system. *
,

he solution offered by Foerster and Little Soldier is, "open

eaUCatien" which features a flexibleruse 'of space), furniture, and,

equipment, student-initiated_activitS7, and small group work: This

approach7allows students to share equipment, and it encourages them to
i

'share themselves as well. 'Open education als&getsthe teacher out of

tlip role of the authoritatian leader.whO imposes his will on others and/

..controls all activity in the clagsroam. Students, who are treated as

competent individuals at home, are given the same lespect and

responsibility at school.

These ConClusions are supported by' observations of Philips, who

reports:

When studentsstudents control-and direct the i6teraction in small group'
projects...there is again a marked contrast between the behavior
of Indian and non - Indians tudents. It is in%.s4,11ch contexts that

Indian students became mo.re fUlly involved in what they are
aoing, Concentrating completely on their 'work until it is
campleted-itaiking a great deal to one another within the group,
and competin9!.with explicit remarks to that.effect, with the
Other groUps.-**"

4

I

*Leona M. Foerster, and Dale Little Soldier; "Open Education and
lNative,American Values," Educational Leadership (Octibbet; 1974):

'

1
1

,

**Philips,- CE. cit. p. 84. '
'
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Cultural difference hn-atti es toward indkdual responsibility and

s hedUling may also cause problems. In Indian culture the same rules are

plied to both children and'adulte. It is assumed that the child is a

competent individual, with rights and responsibilities, who has his owl

contribution to make to the community. Kludkhorn and Leighton write:

"Children and adults do not belong to two separate -worlds.' The same set

of standards prevails in most things for all ages; from the child to very

old people, "* This .is in considerable,. contrast to thelaeSuMPtion in many

schools that the childAespeciallytie Indian child) is an inferiorbing

who must be contrdlled for his own good, and who can have nothing worthwhile
r

to .say that is not e4cited by the teacher.

"-giothdr important value difference between the-two cultures is in

their attitudes toward time:' Th" a.traditional setting, life is 9overned

by the gun and the seasons, not by the clock. All individuals are expected
,

to set their own schedules and work voluntarily with others. For example,
0

tl -Wax and others pdint out that "within Sioux culture all individuals,

including children, are free to set their an schedule of activities.

Thus, the 'Indian child, when he enters school, is accustomed to an

.environment.in whieh interference with plans is minimal. To-such a "child,

. formal schooling is excessiv ii and disturbingly'regirrented.',"

What alternatives to the 'liar lecture/discussion approach to

teaching exiet?°_The "open ducation" concept'has already been discUSSed.,

McKinley,, Bayne, and Nimnicht have some other, suggestioni:

*Kluckhorn C and Leighton, ID
., New York:; Doubleday, 1962.

**1,7aX, R., 'The Warrior Dropouts

t, The Navaj$.(Revis?d

," Transaction, (April,

45,
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Another-theme which emerged from our data is that Indian
students are most euthusiastic.about learning when it is an
integral part of creative activities which let the student
express himself in diverse ways,. aieative writin, drawing,

,model making, and drama,are all popular when integrated into
.classroOM project'SInstructional methods .which emphasize,
creative activities'' appear to be more effective than those

whichiare based on programmed learning...However, both
approadhes seem to work and,to yieldfar more satisfactory
results,than lectures and oral classroom drill.*

4

a

3 4
The Problem of Language

1

Related to the Problem of cultural conflicts is the fact that perhap

the most obvious cause of learning,difficulties among Indian students is

unwillingness. or inability to communicate in English, eitlAr written or-

verbal. This problem may exist even when Englishis the students' only

Language.

Philips believes.thatthe diffitbIty with speech is caused by UT fact!.

that "the socialcmditiOns governing or determining-wheil-iE-ig appropriate.
,

for a student to speak in the classroom differ from those which govern

-verbal participation and other types of communicative perlOrmance in

the...community's social interactions.**

The unwillingnessof Indian students to talk in class is a common

complaint of non-Indian teachera, especially as students grow older.

There-is Some evidenCe that this problem can be mitigated if the teacher

is able to create awarmi.iflexible ciassroamenvironment and, build rapport .

with students. 4*

1.
* McKinley; Bayne,,Nimnicht, op. cit., p. 15.

** Philips, 22. cit. p. 76.
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Philips analyses the.problem as follows:

(students) show less willingnesStto perform or-participate
verbally when thcy must speak alone in front of 'other
students. Second, they are relatively leas eager to speak
when the point,at which speech'occurs is dictated by the
teacher, as it is during sessions when the teacher
working with the Whole class or 'a small group. They also
show considerable reluctance to be plac?d in the
'leadership' play roles that require them to assume the

. same type of dictation of the acts of their peers.*

.

Reading problems among. Indian students are equally well documented.

For example, the,Senate report includes the information that-7 -

. ...._ - :,

21 of 28 Indian students in a Washington 8th grade class
were nori-readers; one-third df the.123 Yakiia Indians
enrolled in-8th grade of aWashington pUblic school were
beading two to six grades' below the median level. R.

Lest this be interpreted as reflecting on Indian intelligence, it should be

pointed out that when H'avighurst administered two non-verbal performance

tests to Indian children in the 1940's, he found that the 4ndians Ades
. _

.

well or better than similar groups of white children.*

There is same evidence that the bilingual programs now being

instituted,in the priMarrgrades in many Indian schools are helping

NatiVe American children,to.master English as well as promoting their

positive self-image as Indians. Also, there are a number of remedial-,

reading programs in use which allow the student, to, progress at his.own

pace and Many Inaian students swim to enjoy and profit from these.._

Howeer, as any teacher of teen=agers or adults, with reading problems

`has undoubtedly noticed; finding material which is. written at a level

which students can handle, but which is conceptually sophisticated

enough to.hold their interest, is a constant challenge. It is certainly

no less'io, with Indian students.

*Phillips, ibict, p. 85 .

.4141:

**Havighurst,.R.J., M.K. Gunther, &.E. Pratt, Miyironment and the Draw-a-man
Test: The Perfowce of ]ndian Children." Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology, 41, ,1946, pp. 50-63

. .
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In conclusion, we would like to, present the-following suggestions
4

for nqn-Indians who are teaching Indian students. The suggestions are

'taken from a guide for teachers and .librarians put out by the Oklahoma.

'State Department of Education.

Non-Indians should make the first.move,toward.cooperation
with the Indians. There will be very little communication
with Indian children unless the teacher has the trust of the
students.

2. Smile be friendly but riot aggressive. Respect the child's
right to privacy.

^L'O.

. 3. Criticize 'constructively, never. destructively. Accent the

postiive.'"'

.

4. Praise in private,' not before the' class'.

5. Be'cOnsistent in your treatment of your studerlts. -Understand
that much of Indian OultuWis non-competitive.

6. Establish and maintain a, wa climate where each child
is.recognizedly himself others as a Worthy
Children recognize rejectio, when regarded as unworthy or
hopeless, Each child Ifs intrinsic' worth. Each is unique.

P

7. Children tend to see themselves as Others see themgood,
smart, talented, etc., or the opposiA.

8. Establish individual goals which are. within his gragp for
0-each child. Use positive reinforcement for desired behaviors
immediately.

9.' Let him reinforce is own-learning by his success in reaching

each, goal, no matterNw short the step it takes,t6 reach .

ll

that goal. Frustration will lower efficiency.

Many different experiepces'must be provided to stimulate
all or some of thb senses Asno.two.childreip-learp in exactly
the'Saffe manner. Activity is basic to learning. Theknowno
experiences of a student shdula serve as a springboard for
all new learning. Self determined goals are more effective

.thanteacher directed activities. Use Many methods. Remember

behavior-is caused. 1 .
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11. . An Indian child may not be-quick to respond individually.
At first he will perform best in groups. Individual
response is often gradual. .

12. Do not expect eye-contact when talking to an Indian child.
Lowered eyes and head stiO-W respect.

13. The Indian child" aY not talk freely about himself before
you-first talk freely about yourself.

..
14. -Indian children at home learn much' by observation and are

not always allowed to ask questions. tqherefore, an,
Indian Student may not ask questions if he is not urged.

15. It is possible that the Indian_child is not being raised.
by his natural parents,,but this does not mean he is not
receiving the love he needs. The extended family members
are very important to an Indian.

"16. D4cipline from Indian parents is often not the same type
at fi-cupnon:Indian. parents. Many Indian parents believe
a child is only frustrated by "corrective" measures. -

\ a ,

17. Recognize the child who thinks in another language and
.:, aliaw hiM sufficient .time, to translate both the ,question

and theanswer from hisnative tongue to English.- This
is:very important.

18. SoMe English idioms are foreign to Indian students. Be
careful how yob say what you say. Use.e?cpiicit directions

and give, instructions one at.a time. Don't assume the.
' child,knous the mear)ing of all the words you use. Indian
students traditionally do not ask'questions even if they

.
,

don't understand.
t

,

19. IndianS, adult and young, are sometimes slow in deveibping
a concept of time'and this factMustbe acknowledged and
allowed.: 4 .

-
. i

20. Indians are not "Vanishing Aneticans." Indian population
is' increasing: - 3*

A -

A

0'

21.- The term non-Indian .rather than white should be used,'

22. Most Indians consider themselves members ok:-tribe, !
rather than as individuals in a'community.

4
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23. Become familiar with local tribes' culture, i.e.,
subsistence, housing, clothing, crafts, social
organizations, political systemo religion and'
mythology-, language and values, and respect them as
valuable contributions to the class.

244-1t Be aware of value differences and do not-try to impose
your values on students. Give them a choice. 'Many
Indian children are reared in a culture very different
from that of the teacher. Let themchoose the,lest of
each culture and respect their choices.

254 kelp the child build a-positive self-image with pride in
his culture. An effective teacher must understdhdthe
children he or she teaches, and he or she cannot acquire
this knowledge without considerable effort on his or her
part.*

Instructional Strategies

The Native American Career Education program has attempted to develop

materials appropriate-to Indian learning styles. However, this effort has

beeri modified by a n!iMbei. ot Constraints. Ideally, any Curriculum.

development for Native American students should begin with the primary

''-'''Ngi.ades, to avoid creating learning problems; and extend through Senior

High, but the 'scope of this program`is limited to JUnior Hightchool

students. It cannot-be expebted to solve problems which stwients have

been developing for'six years or more.

The program is also by definition aimed at all tribes and all

settings - 'uu al, semi-rural-, or urban. ,Therefore, the materialg are

not precisely tailored to any one tribal .group or ,ea. ,Instead,, we

have atteMptOdito provide enough examples and alternatives so that 'the

individual teacher can make substitutions and adjustments which will
-

pt the'units to theneeds
,

of hiScr her class.

Given theSe constraints, the program has chosen the following

instructional strategies as,being most' harmonious with Indian learning

styles and values; and most easily adaptable to loCal need's. '

.* f

*Aoyawayma,,op. cit.
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Workgroups

9..

The practice-of dividing, students into .groups of 3-6 members-and,

wallowing than to work, together on class activities has been finding

' increasing favor in school districts and schools of Education- In such

'gyps students are encouraged t6 help each other, and where m-tition

is desired, it is between workgroups rather than between indivi . .ls.

This arrangement'is-particularly effective when 'students are wo g on .

grbup projects: Such aniapmach builds on the Native American lUes)of

- cooperating, sharing, and devotion to the group; rather than f' ting

against these values. It also gives students:a much greater .pportunity

to make their own decisions, schedule their. activities, and take
. _

responsibility than do traditional classroom approaches, and it therefore

allows them yo. develop a self-image which is more in line with that'

. prescribed by their culture.
9

In the workgroup System, the teacher 's task .is often easier than in.,

, traditional systemst since he Or she can allow students to manage

tOemelves rather.than7having to be "in control" of all-sttidents at all

times: 'Instead,of acting as class dictator, the teacher functions as

resource and guide: The teacher moves fromjboup to group and provides

information and advice on an, individual level, rather than dealing with

students publicallY and making them cane to him or her. It is also yue
. - t

that In many cases one student who undeirstands:the material will be;mu6h..

more successfUl in coMmunicating it to anothev'than the'eachercould be:

The student, after all, not 'only.phares language and background, but is

more likely to understand what'the problem is,' since he has just finished0

solving it himself.

It should also be noted that the workgroup approach is paricul.arlp

appropriate for teaching about careers, since a significant Majority, of

jobs are done by teams or will groups of people.working teletHer.. Veiy N
. a.

few work situations consist of thirty7five people all working,sepaately

under the direction of .a single bo- . FurthermOre4 in a job situation,,
the ilea that one is competing agatst a co-worker and must under no

. 1

circumstance' give him information or help is likely t.o be counter-

productive% ''
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If,possible,.the teacher isfendburaged to establish a Career
- ,

'Education bullptinboard in the classroom. Thip will provide an

opportunity to display the Products of the various workgroups,) Where

all students can' see and learn from. them. Other relevant-material:can

also be posted there.

.

,Selecting WOrkgroups

.14

,t

The benefits of using the workgroup approach are many, however groups

should he selected and managed carefully, particularly if students are not

used to this kind of arrangement; -There can be no single rule for guiding

seleqtion of group members, since differences among students, school .

communities, and teaching styles inevitably affect intexpersOnal relationships.

However, there are several points which-es 1ould le.noted, and which may be

useful as guiaPlines:

1. In some schools, boys and girls-(7tk graders *particular) may be

extremely self-conscious about working together. Although it would f

be highly desirable to use this opportunity to try and get them to

relate to each other 'as people rather than social targets; the

social pressures within a school may make this impossible,rIn this

case, it might *better to segregate the sexes for workgrOup .

activities.

2. In'thoSe activities in which students' are asked to do-resez.-rch on

their awn tribal cultures, it is 'obviously most efficient tei group

students Wbribe. However,there are times when this may not be .

the-best approach.- For instance, if two tribes have a traditional

hostility, such a grouping. could revive old tensions. If Wry

little information on one of the tribesin,the class is available,

memperS of.it might equate lack of information with lack of value,

in comparison
at
to more thoroughly studied tribes, with a negative

,

psychological effect.'

leen there are non - Indians or aXed-blooas.as well AIIndian students

in a glass, ,r01.1pirig should* handled especially cafefully. EPcognitiOn

of racial or cultural differences Ahoulld always be used in a positill
.
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manner (Vive le difference!). Students may-be very sensitive about their

background, and should never be put in a position wciere theywill,haNie to_

Chbose between parts of their. heritage, or made to feel inferior. If -.

handled badly, grouping students by backgroundmay make racial tensions c

tstronger, rather than decreasing them. This is especially important since

same students, encountering materials which present Indian culture from a
positive point of view for the first time, may overreact, and begin denigrating

otner cultures.

When these kinds of probley/seem possible,.the best approach to

selecting JaOrkgroups would probably be to mix,ptudents as thoroughly as

possible. However you handle it, i&ep in mind thenecesity to Constantly

stress the positixie characteristics of the differe;it tribes or races.involved.

The unit, "Cooperation" is recommended as the students first experience

with-these materials because it deals with conflict resolution, understanding

of'values and interpersonal relationships and other aspects of working in

groups. The first Activity'from this unit, and Activity 4 from the unit

"Part of the Whole World" (which deals with ethnic stereotypes), could be

used separately if necessary.

Alternatives and Substitutions

The gOals of units!are,to get

to the student, not. to test his ability

assumption is made that exposure to(and

/71

certain skills and concepts across,

to learn particular facts. The
f.

. ,

mastery of a series of.concrete

pieces of inforMItion will enable the student to underiStand an often(\

rather abstract idea. But neither the particular activities included

nor, in some cases, the infotmation preSented is essential to the units.

They are included, of course, because they -seem very likely ways to help-
.

t 'T
students achieve the unit goals; however, where necessary,. ther activitieA

or illustrations can & substituted - -and should-be.

For instance, althoughall examples and illustrationare drawn

from Native American tribal grouN',and individuals, some:cases this
.

4
1

may not be sufficient to ass },`e cultural relevance. All'expOple f,ram a
. . b

tribe which has a very.differen\culture and environment frOm the one to
g

f
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which the students belo4 may he almost as alien as a non - Indian

illUstration. 'The teacher should become familiar enougi with, the,

culture of the children he or she is teaching to add o substitute a

local example. In any case, the teacher should try to insert local

cultural material at appropriate points in the units, even if it only

consists of adding a comparison of the"way something is done in the

illustration and the way.the local tribe does it. Wherever possible,

the teac er should follow the Indian practice of using the immediate

environment as a.resource,for instruction.

Use of alternative activities is'also encouraged., Insgeneral,

audio-visual materials are a more attractive and effective wac...of conveying

'information than lectures or reading; however, availability-of such,

resources varies widely from 'school to school. Each unit includes a list

of resources which would be appropriate for use with various activities. 7

It is by no means complete, or applicable to all schools, but at least it

should serve as a guide to the klhds of material to look for. All materials

should be 'previewea by the teacher befoie being shown to the class; howevef,

you should /Ike that even poor Materials can sometimes proyide,a basis for

rewarding discussion and critique. .
1

' ,or

1
. de.

.- Audio-visual materials are 8y,ndmeans the only alternatives-
- .

.

Where length of. readings causes problems'fOr students, the teacher may want
1 1

to sUmmarize the material ireecture,form,,jor assign different students to

1-ead parts of it and coMmunicate the info ' tion to,each Other. The

1 ,

stilt
i

,"

Complete reading, will stilt be available i, student workbooks for review'
f '

1

purposes. Another possibility is for the teacher to read Material onto -1

tape and set up a "listening post" in the Classmem.

In the workbooks, response is generally requested in written /form.
H

ever,Howver, depending on Student felingsaboiSt writing and speaking,' the

IV
cher may wish to haye students discuss the questions in their wo14rkgroups

,
instead :of writing down the answers. Another possibility, at 'least with

,

6riegateaai, would be t..c) haye students drawraCtureS ifiustfating the'
i

. . _

concepts involved. 1 ,

1

A liSt of option4 actiVities'is included at th6 end oflthe TPAcher

l'
suggestions for each Activity in each unitf, Thes6 include activities°

which will probably notlbe poSible.for all school settings, and which
)

0
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therefore cannot be made essential parts of the unit. However, they can

be of considerable value-in enriching the unit, and they may in scme

case's be substituted-for regular exercises; Any activities. which will
v irinvolve the.community'areparticularly desirable. )

O

e

-*
Reinforcement and Feedback

$.

It is an established premise of learning theory that repeated exposure

to information, .&01.-practice of an ac4on, and immeidetaly confirmation of

sucessokbr failure, contribute dramatically to mastery of the material or '

Skills involved. Far this reason in the program, student activities which
.

involve presentation of'concepts or skills are generally followed by'

_reviewquestions or some other exercise which"will'lead 'Students to

reconsider the material just presented,

MI& appropriate, units also include a "Feedback" section,

containing sample answers or-suggestions-of what acceptable ahswers might

be like: The 'student is encouraged to turritoINLFeedback pages and check

his own answers as soon as he has finished a reinforcement exercise: This

'is inte,hded to approximate the period of unsupervised practice *

characteristic of Native African learning, If the student corrects his

own answers,.he will not be di ying his know]!edge until it is cOrrec.

. The fact that this feedba is provided shbuld underiie the idea

that the object of the exercises 'is not. to test the c'Students' ability to

' learn. \Answering the review questions forces the student to reconsider,
- r

alias hopefully review, the:material he has just encountered. Checking his
-. .

answers with the Feedback sOttion insures that hais exposeqko the,/
relevant information at 'least onejmore.:time. .

) 4. o
0 4 \

. . 't
.Teachers should, this system to and explain t.66,

. , .

advanta(ges using the Feedback ,section. They should also make sure

students understand that 'theiranswers 4o not have to.be phrased in pxactly,

the same.way ds those in'the Fdedbick section, Any answer that expresses'
.

; .
a. "

Ithe same ides or conceptS as thope,expressed in the, sample answers is
. .

.
..1

-:correct.
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--"Discussion and sharing of Information with other workgrdmembers..-

also serves to take the studentover the materigl again, and so it is to

be encouraged. In many units; concepts are repeated:and built upon

from Activity to Activity, so that material which may rot been very.

.,clear at the beginning will be understood'by the time the unit has been.
.6-.

completed. .

leation Exereiges and Learning Games

'

r.

The recent realization that .learning is qprefeffeCtive if it 'enjoyed.

has encouraged the dgveibpment of a great many learning games in the ,

past few years. Such gams are extremely useful to,-introduce material,

revieaterial that has been presented; show students how to use information
0.

they have learned, and - generally involVf andmotivate them in an unobtrusive

manner. At the very least, learning games provide a change from

usual classrbom activities and all students tereturn to them refreshed. 1:

The only difficulty may be that students will assume-that if it is fun it

canb't be valid, or it is."kid stuff" etc. They should be assured that

learning games are being used not only in pplicschoolseil over the 2

?Nountry, tut in colleges, business, and the military.

Games used in the program fall into three main types: monopoly, -style

,hoard garr;es, card games, and simulatiOns. Some of these games have been

.a0apted'frum games deVeloped and tested by the R-3 Program at the San Jose

Unified Soho& District,'San ,Jose., California, others .& orig4a1; or are
.,

<,*

adapted-from othersour&s. To avoid,batdening the program with e.5ensive
.

(supplementary materials, '"masters'" for all game boards, score sheets and
0
game cards are included in-the Teacher's Guide. These sheets can be

NCI '.

detached and xeroxed or transterred to ditto masters. Studentscan;then

cut, paste, and otherwise help prepare materials for use. Many 'of,ti;e=

an material4 can..beriuseeafterey have been put together:

SimulationA*0440 h ithas.assumed sow veETSophistioatad.faitS, is

is essence :the Ame_thing,children are constantly dloA in play--"You be

the hunter andyIl be the bears and'you see if you can track me...I'll be
. ,

Superman° and they can be the bad- guys. and i'lf fescue you... s'

is atcaled-dagn imitation of real life.

.56
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As Robert E. Horn describes the process--

...simulations' ard working models of. reality. In a basic
sense, simulation Peens "simplified." pot all of reality, '%
but the important part is symbolized orincdeled by a combination
of words, mathematical formulae, computer prograMg;)roleplays,
rules, etc. The learner,who plays a.simulation game begins
toorm verbal /non verbal models of reality in his head...as
play progresses, he modifies and enlargOs the model...Any
past, present, or future situation in which humans working
in a society find themselVes-making decisions and taking
action to change the course cif events around them can be the - _

subject of a Simulation game.*

As sucki) simulation exercises are particularly well-suited to getting
.

students to deal with attitudes and values, to helping them understand why

people react the way they do, and to recreating in the classroom certain

aspects of the world to which they would not otherwise have acess.'

, Simulationis one of the best in-cla ss methods of teacHing Career

Education. Ideally, of course, students would learn about careersohy
e

i

visiting offices and factories, Amd'observingvhat goes on there, or" by
-,

serVing"internships. However, when it is impossible for one reason or

another, students can attempt to recreate the work environment in the,
. .

- ...1,-,.

classroom-through simulations.

It should be Pointed out, however, that simulation exercises,
h

pa rticularlyvhen they involve role-playing by students, may encounter

()r

. ,
stn nt resistance. Sometimes, instead of feqling challenged and interested,

.

.

by the idea of pretending to be someone else, students feel threatened.

They may fear that they are gOing to be judged on,the basisof their acting
,

ability; they maybe afraid to speculate on what anotl person would do;,

or,they may simply not be able to relax'enough tothrow themselveS into '

.., .,

their.roles. ..40y,

0

I

.1

mk
. ,

.

. ..,. . .

*Horn,"RobertZ aria D.14.' Zuckerman, The Guide to Simulations /Games for
Education and Training (Lexington, Massachusetts, Information Resources,

. Inc.., 1973), p."439.:-..
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The teacher ghould be careful and supportive in the presentation,of

the simulation exercise. He cr she should encourage students to think of

it at a drama, and assure them that they will not be judged.; However, if

too much resistance is encountered, in most cases it will be possible simply

to have students discuss what they think would.happen in a certain situation,

given the problem and the people involved. 100 ,

If students take well to the simulation idea, on the other hand, they

Jcan,
be encouraged.to develop the simulation, work out new simulations on

their own, etc. The Guide to Simulations /Ganes by horn and Zuckerman

includes guidelines on do-it-yourself simulations as well as a 'survey of

available simulation games.

4.11.10.

,
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V. THE RROGRAM AND THE SCHOOL

The Native American' Career Education progr:ii,t is intended to be'

flexible enough to adjust to themeeds,of many different school.,Settings.

The program Can be a basisfor a separate Career Education.class,it can

be used to enrich subject classes, or it can be employed in a range of

other wayg. N

In considering how to fit this program into the Junior High School

curriculum,, school administrators and teachers should try to get rid of
Q 1

' any pre-conceptions they may have about what Career Education is and what

kinds Of, resources it, requires. Remember 4lat this program approaches
11!. .

careers from,a holistic point-of view. Ids goals'of placing careers

within a wider context and promoting a more positive self-conecpt on

the part of the student should give. students a framework into which they

can fit knowledge acquired in all subject classes. 'Thus, it supplements
O

ratter tharrcompet6s with other academic areas.

:11

Implementation Strategies -

Career Education as an Elective Program'

The twelve units in the Native American Career. Education program

together forma curriculum which car be used by a single class during one

school year. 'Used in this way, the units Will give students,a general

understanding of the relationship among jobs, the economy,'and the culture

df a.ccomuriity,,information on some specific career areas, and basic

skills for finding out about careers. Such a program can be considerably

enriched- by,treating it as an opportunity for interdisciplinary teaching

and using a temmiafteacheis with eimertisein relevaht subject areas,
A

such. as social studies, language artart, math,and science:-

,, In cases, where a school already has, a considerable collection of .

assorted career education and vocatipnal education materials, the program
, .

can,provi.de a frameWbrk within which to organize their use._ ,Thus,
r

materials'whose effect might be dissipated if presented alone, can be used

to contribute to'theaarger picture and the impact of the whole will be mpch
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greater than the sun of i(s separate parts could be. Some

examples of how this,organization-might work are provided below.

Native American Career Education
Mterials:

"Cooperation

"From Idea to Product"

"The Community",

"Getting Ready Nor Jobs"

Other Materials:

pamphlets, filmstrips, and films

on health careers

filmstrips, hands-on materials, etc.

covering manulactUri:64,..

carpentry, food production, rt1ining,

et?.

information on basic services in

students own community

Occupational Handbook materialsuqh

as the Mesa Public Schools Career

Guidance series

FuSi6n with the Junior High SchoOl Cuiriculum

The effectiveness of Career Education in motivating students and

increasing their interest in standard subject class areas has been

demonstrated by a number of -successful programs (such as "Three R's plus

Career Education" program of the Arizona State Department-of Education)'

which fuse Career Education elements with existing-curric um. Ideally,

references to appropriate applications in the world ofwo should be Made ,

in all subjects from kindergarten through Senior High. The Native American

°Career Education program can alsd be used in this way. Guided by the,chart

in-igure 6 , Which indi es unit level (awarel orientation,

exploration) and relevant ject areas, a number of lemen'Eatia,Cplans

can be worked out, depending on the needs of the4stud s and the

,6Q
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Figure 7

UNIT RELEVANCE TO SUBJECT AREAS
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X = primary releance

x =-secondirY relevance

A

*this class could also be "family le:gVing"

or a similar class,horreroom,..ora.
special career education-class. . ,
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organization of the school. Figure 7 indicates how level emphasis should

shift through the three Junior High school grades. Oh page 59 you will

find two sample plans for implementing the Native American Career Education

units throughout a Junior High School curriculum, It is desi4rable;that

students take at least some of the units at each level before taking

units from the neIt.

a

Figure 8

SHIFT OF EMPHASIS

AWARENESS ORIENTATION EXPLORATION

i

il

'CI

littlr

d'Illi/PII
O

0°I li

1
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Career Education and 'Opportunity" Classes'

, The problem of what to do about drop-outs is one that face's most

scitols today. In,every ethnic group, there are students who are unable or

unwilling to attend classes'in the normal school setting. Figuies from

the Senate ,Subcommittee report show that this problem is particUlarlyacute

among Indians attending ethnically mixed public schools.*

A number of schools have tried bOtsolve this problem by setting up

"alternative schools," "oppor unity" classesior other special programs which

feature a more relaxed schedUle' and atmosphere, tutoring and remedial materials,

and other special. activities intended to motivate students and make it easier

for them to stay in 'school.

Since one of the most common reasons given fOf dropping out is the

feeling that'ClassWork has nothing to do with real life, Career Education

materials, which are sPeaifiCally designed to apply academic skills to

working situations, are particularly approOLate for such classes...The

Native American Career EducatiOn prcgtam, with its emphasis on, cultural

relevance, can be p ticulaFrly useful,in helpingIndiandents overdane

feelings of inherent inadequacy which may have .contributed to their

educational Problems:/ Also, because the units have relevance to many

academic subjects, they can be used to earn credits in areas where the student.

may be deficient.'

Often, StuAehts dropout of school or can on attendjpaqr because

of a need-bp lielp;support,their families. They therefore need to learn about

jobs and_job PrepOration at a comparativerNarly age. Participation in the

program canfielp f_hem acquire this knowledge.

)

*US. Senate Special Sucommitteeon Indian Education. 2E. cit.
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FIGURE 9

EXAMPLES OF HOW THE PROGRAM MIGHT BE FUSED WITH A JUNIOR HIGH CURRICULUM
a

r
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*this repre nts classes such
as FaMily Living,thut.could
also be Homeroom, or.aCareer
Education class.

.
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Time and Space

O

In order-to increase its usefulness, the`Native AmeriCan.Career
4

Education program has been designed.to fit into Junior High School

schedules acid plants with a miniTum of disturbance. Considerable,

variations, particularly in time spent, are possible.

Timing

,A.aSic time estimates for the units are given in the chart on page 61-

The- shortest units Should take about two weeks, while the longer units may

take six weeksto_complete- Howevw, the time spent by any given class may

.differ widellilfrom these estimates, depAding on, a number of factors.

A large class, for instance, will probably take longer to finish then

a small one, since the different workgroups may progress at'different rates.

Another factor which is.,likely to affect speed is the reading ability pf the

studentsparticularly in those units' with long readings for Which no sub- .

stitute activity is available: But the greatest potential 0 extending the
,

time taken to finish a.unit lies in the 061Onal additional activities

and resoialk suggested for use with each activity. In many cases, the

material in the exercises merely scratches the surfaceof topict which

deserve,a much fuller exploration. Where resources for such exploration are

available,/the temptation to use them is almost fries' tables, and the

creative teacher will find- him or herself coming up a, multitude of

additional ways to extend and enrich the materialticluded in'the units.

4. There are also sare.mays in which the time spent onaiunit.can be

decreased. Manysof the readings in same'of.the review exercises can be

assign/as hofrework, for inptance.. IrLaddition,'there may be tiges when

the class has already, covered much of the relevant background information,

andsuch information as included ill the unit can be skipped or used air
r

review. A

.65
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FIGURE 10

, ESTIMATED TIME ALLOWANCES FOR UNITS

Unit Title

Cooperation

Part of the Whale World

Fram.Idea to Product

ThevConmunity

The Ocinmuhity in Transition

Living with the. Land

Putting Your Money to Work,

Working for the :People

PlarTing r °

Putting It All Together

'Getting Ready.for Jobs

The Caleer FL.r

Time Span

3 - 4 weeks

4 6 weeks

3 4 weeks

3 - 5' weeks

3 6 weeks

3 7 6. weeks .

3 - 5 weeks

3 6 weeks

2 - 3" weeks .

3 - 5 vneks

2 4 weeks'

2 - 3 weeks

$, $ k
56
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Space

The only special physical requirement imposed by the programis the

need for wOrktables'seating 3 6 students each, or atthe'very

desks which-can be movedint0 clusters. Physical proximity is essential

if workgroups are to egage inijoint activities. ,

A number of activities in various units call for the preparation of

displays or require places to show students' work. A Career'Education'

bulletin board, on which articles and other relevant material of.general

interest can be posted by teacherand students, is alst a useful addition.

If the classroom has no built-in bulletin board, display space can be

created by covering an extra blackboard or unused wallspace with construction

paper or cardboard.

Where feible, a shelf, cabinet
oa 4

top,'or bther space should also be

set aside to house a careed ation "library" or resource collection to ""

which students will have free cdess:

Personnel
./N

The Teacher's Guides'to the individual units are intended to Provide"*

° the teacher with all essential-information for presehtin10 eabI unit. They're,

however, a great many other sourced of useful material which the

teacher is encouraged to consult. Sate of these are listed in the4ibiliA7---

to this guide, while others are in the bibliographiei at the end,of,each unit.

It is recommended thLt all teichers of students involved in this

prpgram become*familiar with the program by reading this Curriculum Guide

and/or reviewing the individual units, even if they are not teaching any of

the units' themselves. This will-enable-them td'refel"to oondepts the

studentS have encountered in the Native American Career Education units in

explaining ial they present, and also to point out iftformtiOn

encounter their:classes which may be selei)ant Ili-what students are

learning in program. As we have already indicated, references to the

..world of work and'the ways in'wbich skills learned in school cavibe applied

. I
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there ar of proven usefulness in helping students see the importance of
1 ..>

1 i

.

wh'at they are rn g. ,lga' '

r
.1

i.

t

Where several t chers are teaching. different units to the same group'
.. 0

ofistudents, they Mayfihd it useful to adop an interdisiplinary approach

all organize themselves as a teaching team. One teacher handling all of
-

the units may also want to callin,tegbhers.from other disciplines to
a

prpvide extra information and insights, at certain points. ,

The modern American tendency to divide everything into small segments

f&analysis is reflected ir7thedivided diskPlines of the secondary

sc I system. However, the traditional Indian view of the vend Is a whole

with many interreled parts is-probably closer to the way things work in

real life. It certainly is likely to be cloer to'the'way Indian students

See the world°, and therefore the potential ofzthe program to serve as an

jorganizing framework within which _to fit specific knowledge should be .>

exploited .wherever pOssible. 4

04

-
-

An outline for a teacher orientation workshop is presented at the end

ODthis book. r

a i

A

-Finding and Using Resources
'

o
,s

,

1 A
*7.\ '.

ThettesouroeS section at the end of the units, and the Additions

Activities sections in the Teacher's Suggeslions for each Activity, include

titles and descriptions of various resource which Qan be used to. enrich

.

the units. These include audio-visual mAetials, hooks and pamphlets, and
..)

human resources. It is possible that many Of these iilaterials will not be

available in a given school, however the lists can still be.used as'examples,

of the'kinds of matevials that would be appropriate foruse with a unit.

Individual schools; school districts; andState Departments of

Education all have retource collections which can be drawn on. The A=V

center and library of ories own schodl should to consulted first, of course,,

since those materials will be easiest to obt...ain: Other!heachers in your

school might also be called on, as described in. the previous/section.

In addition to these iOurces, many colleges and universitids have media

collections and will rent out films, etc: There are also a

commerdial rental sources for films ,and other media.

e
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Other media, espeCially films and tapes, should be used wherever

possible and appropriate, as-they provide a welcome variation from

reading, writing, and talking.

V 0
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THE PROGRAM AND TiE CCMMUOrrY

In their studyofIndian education, McKinley, Bayne, and Nimilichlonclile:

If a comMdnity is to control its own destiny,. it must.hve
control aver the education of its'children. Indeed,,it.can
be argued that the only solution to the .educational prOblem,s
of the Ameridan Indian is for education tb be placed back -

within the cUlture'and community in which, the chlicjren are
.raised. Indian children will not become less prepared for
life in the larger American society by attending Indian

r schools--Ihdian parents are too. strongly concerned with the
econemic.and social welfare of their children (if not with
their normal educatipm) to allow that"tohaplcen.!

...

It is not-the pdrpose of this Guide t o expljore the means by wpich
,

Indian control of Indian schools is to be achieved,' but is it-our feeling

that such community involvement is necessary and desirable, that any

steps which will move school and community closer together s uldbetaken.

Further, it should be pointed'out that community involvement, highly

important where the_peSt of the curriculum is concerned, is vital to'

Career Educatiori' Career.,Education in general,, and this program in

partimilar, arT' based on ,the concept of the communityits interactions,

-its need4. In order' for the: material in the,units to have real meaning

for'studenkt, it must be related to the lifeoot-the community from which

the students tooM6.

Linking the. progr with'theComTUnity requires the completion of

two.main tasks--one i "to tailor the units to fit the setting and cultural

background of the Stu efts, and the other is -to find ways, of involving

,

community people in

community.

. .

tal

111k

*McKinley, Bayne, Nimnicht, 22. 2.'
:

ram, and the program in the dife ,the

. 4*
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Adapting the Program Community

"
City and Count

.55 O

.The city se and.his country cousin in the old fable each.had trouble

understanding the familiarities and fears of the oth . To some extent,' this-

is true of Students from different areas. Therefore, impresenting the units,
-the teachermust be aware _of the differerices between'communities or

institutions described in the exercises and those with Which-the students are
.-familiar, and be prepared to add illustrations; qualify and explain, or

substitute more relevant material. "

An-rban area will,be rich in exampies'of almost any job;'kind of
business, public agenpy,.etc., th4Cmight be referred to in a unit. The
prbbleM is that an urban community may be so:vast and confusing that it is
*poSsible to identify,its parts: -to urban Indian students, '(the comMbnity"

. 5

'will most likely be th6 local Indian coMmunitY, which meets its needs byv , -
5

,

'interacting with.the,larger,nonIndian population.
. .- -

.

Cn'the other hand, verTrutal areas mk, be supplied with'many thihgr
---

by distant sources which are invisibie.as well as somewhat incomprehensible.

Here, the teacher will have to cite. What loFal exaMPlesexist,1 and use maps,

pictures, etc.,' tO'fill in the resteferences to the very long,distant
A A.,

trading Of,such its as obsidian, shells, andturquoise in

may also help to get across ceairt ideas.

ancient times

.
Single and NUIti-tribal,PoPU14i0BS*.

\ .,- ('
p ,

4 o

..: The illustratiqhs and examples film contemporary and historical Ihdiam
life'are drawn fitm many,tries,'for ti reasons, The first'-is .of course. -

,, athat the program is intended to be usilfulfor many different tribes,sand so

cannot be-aimed'at any one of'tha. *ie second is that tha ihclUsicin of
..50.-

material on other,trib4may' serve to hus4d,Studehts' pride in Indians
,

u ea group (since moist.of teh,_derogatory references they may have encountered.

in other' sources refer to'Ihdians 4 a grot,110).
---,,

.. .
.

However, tge teacher wfbee students are all fromonefribe has'the
,

-
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opportunity
Al
to increase the rele 'vance of the material-by adding similar

examples ram the local culture and community wherever appropriate. If

the tribe itself doeS not have a collectlaifof cultural materials which the

.teacher can consult, the best source of informatiomon the traditional

culturewould probably' be the anthrepology,department of, any nearby state
, ....

3

or local college or university. State Historical Societies may algo have

material-which can be used. Where possible, however, one source should be

checked against,others foracpifracy and bias.

If students come fLonv=tiao or more,tribes, as is the 'case in Most urban

settings, the telcher's best option is to'emphasizethe inter-tribal aspect

of the 'material in the units: Studeneg, while still identi461tg as membi,ers of

their own tribes, will also be more.aware of 'themselves as Indians in a society

of non-Indians. The teacher should try to gather material o0111 the tribal

groups represented in the class, using the sources mentioned above, plus

libraries of local Indian centers, if.any. there are many places'in the

units where reports from students on their own.tribes would be appropriate,,

and these shoUld be encouraged. However, material onigre tribes will be hard
40-1

to find, and the teacher shodid take care to avoid letting:students from thete7".

tribes get the feeling: that their tribes arse inferior' because they have not
4

been ,studied. 'Any school with a significarit4numberot Indian students Aloht
g,

td have a collectiOn of materials on Indians for both teachers end students

in its library. If it; does not, teachers should work wit6chool.librarians
e

to create such a oolleCtion.
.., ..

4, variation of this situation occurs when there are .sane non-Indian
,

students in theclass.l Thigroan cause probl if the'parents of these .,
'children dominate the,school board, and in any case such parentS' Will 'probably

be concerned abOut±evalue to their children of a, program intended for Indians.
d , & II'

:

i

There area numbefoftwoints-which can be made in answer to questions on

4

.
-...

this Matter..
.

, i

or instance,' the= teacher can point .Out that since' there are very few

places it which an Indian community is self-suffiQient, study.of the local #
4 .

, 1 1

community will inevitably produce, information about both Indian and non-
i '

Indian activities. Th0 material on the wider economic system.is also

ly valid for both groups. Given the preponderance of Eur4ean material ,

,
. . 4,

4.
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in the curriculum, one Indian pr

4 to balance

hardly do more than begin

In presenting the units of this p ram to such a milted class, the

teacher can simply coionside the non-Indians as a separate tribe, and use
)0

examples and illustrations fran life in the countries from which,the 0

non-Indians' ancestors came foi. comparison with Indian examples. This makes
.

the units multi - cultural as well as multi-tribal, and provides cOnsiderable

enrichment in the process.

1

Using Community Resources
.

Getting Parents into the Program

Learning about careers and the environment in Which they exist can be

a vital link between the information and skills gained in school and real

P /ife., However, if an impenetrable all appears the minute a student leaves
4

the school ground's; effectively separating the world of the s:§hoolfram the

rest of the studentrs.life,imch of the value alqiie.PrograM may, be lost.

A report to the California Indian Education ASsociation states:

One of the major problems in Indian education is the
destruction of family ties as the children through the
`educational system move away from the-parents. 'As the
grandparents and.perents are invaluable for the
continuance of tribal heritage, so,shoUld the children
serve similar roles In 'transmitting the ways of 'the
Changing modern world of their families. Inclusion of

4 families in the educational process can only_help rather.
hinder Indian adjustment to a level satisfictory. to
n present society.*

,

.

. .
. .

*Califotnia Indian.Education Association, Report on the Fifth.AnnUal State
.

Conference and American Indian EaucationWorkshops (San 6iego, California,
1973).

'

,

1 r ,. .
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This mutuar educational4process canbe Of immense value, but it may be

difficult to, achieve. The following comment indicates something.of the' '

.

nature of the problem:
-/-

In

At ea01 of the sites we-visited, Only limited interaction
took place beterrn the Indian parents and the teadhers.at
Few parents have ever visited the.school,and none of/the'l".
teachers has over been ih ah Indian home. SeVeral of the
teachers.:. complained that they were never invited into
Indian homes ,Ond that, during their rare home visits, they
were met in the front yard.° When asked about the complaint,
sate of the parents said that this was true in a great
many cases and primarily because the Indians were ashamed
o= their homes. Also, the Indian parents did not.want to
p vide any mafrial for teacher gostip.*

many ccmnunities, a tradition of dist:Nt and misunderstanding may

exist which will take.more than the efforts of one well-meaning teacher to

eradicate.. Parentparticipation may be impossible to achieve inthe first
.

year of the program, orceven tlie'seicond or third.

oommupicate the goals, and needs of the program,

in imp_lementing it, must be made again and again.
ir $

However, the effort to

d toj.nvo1ve parents

c

I

Inaddition to instructional *evaluation materialameqe Native'

Atherican Career Education program includes a Community Guide to theprogram

in brochure forni. This can be used as it stands, or can be adapted.
_ .

We recommend that seneto the Parents of allstudents involved in the

:program or taking. units, distributed at tribal govprnment, Healt1Y or

Urban CoMmupity centers, Or placed anywhere that parents might be able to /

find it. Looking at the Community Guide will at least giv4 gents and other

6ommUnity embers an understanding of what the program'il's about:,

A sample of thopOommdnity-Gbide suitable for reprOduction is included

in this'Gbide:on-page

4? '

Students should also be encouraged to takehOme reports', 'drawings, etc.

that they have Produced, and if t1e class is working pin a unit that- involves
-

creating any kind of display, parents shodld be invited to come)ia the

school to see:it. :When students prepare the Career Fair, Career lay, or any

other public 4reer information exchange, parents thould,be urged 'to attend.

1MOKin3gy, Ba ilmnicht; opAcit. p. 20:

' ,74
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Indere repeated efforts wi.11hopefully create a Climate in which

parentwill be wiling to share theirknowledge of ofd and nyw ways with
their children and other students' in the clags, talk about til4f1-. jobs,

and gverally participate in'theProgram.

Getting Business) Industry_ and °Communit Services into.the Program
I

The local business community is your best source of information and'

examples for enriching units and Ing theiir content more relevant.'
.. .

Teachers in the program should begi ,innediateli, to bu4ld a pool of

community people who will be willing to work with the program, speak to
D.classes, arrange field trips, etc. The school and district administrations

should'be kept informed of efforts.and 'progress in this direction, as they may
ci

be able to, help with suggestions and contacts. '
1

(- .

..e 10
include

y I

4 i er rceekto draw on Include the local Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis,. .. N-A ,..

'Lions lubs, and other serivde organiza4Ons, City Hall, trade union.

headquarters, llurches,and if'neeessary, the phone book. These Organizations
. _ .

are all interested in good public relations, and if approached politely, and

egfven inforMation, such as the Cozmunity Guide, about the program;_they will

probably billingtO,help:

fr

. Once contacts have been made, a record should be kept of names, addresses,`

what people'are willing to do4 etc. In this way, a resource pool can be

estbliShed which can be used and re-used as the program confipues. The j)

three page's which follcirscontain guidelines for usiagresource speakers and

planning field trips. 'Pile guidelines are from the".ApacherNavajo Counties
.

Career Education, Resource Speaker and FieldTrip Directoiy- and Guide.*

-

-*Apache:-NaVajo COunties Ca eer Education
Directory and Guide, St, Jo , AriZona
Educa4bn Resource.Center4 '1.975%

111

4

A

4

Resource SpeakOr and Field*Trip
485936! Apache Navajo Career

, .

75 .
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GUIDE FOR urILIING RESOURCE SPEAKERS
.

.

."N

1. The use of community resources should be accomplished in a

professional manner. Same-suggested procedures.are as follows:

A. Community-resources may beused when they will supPlemalt
ihe Educational program anoMill halie potentialebeneta

4 fort an individual. .The Privilege aNusing communal. .':
i

resources athreebrred persons should not be:abused. . :ft,"

.

B. Acknowledgement should be made of contributions and service'
given by, caMmunity° resource people.

.,. ., AL \ -,-,
i2. The studentS shopid-Se actirly involved in making arrangerlents ';

1,. for Speekersrtheir introducaOn,.and the follow-up comMunj.catioP.
,

! , -. o
J .
.

'Students should contact,the speaker to:
1

, A

A: Requestr.thatthe speaker wear the clothing of hiS profession
, t
,--

and bring: the tools of his-trade to class. ', .T3
/

B. Provide the speaker with'infOrMatielm'concerning the type of, \ .

studentsand the.p ogram. 4
,

, . 2

C. PrOvide the speaker ith a guide for:the presentation. l'
. ,

To.',Obtain background informaL about the speake in order '--

to prpserit thiS in'intrOduc him.
4

w ."1
, .

%
.1/1 . .

1..
..,-

Stbdentsido research and discuss job
..-

.g

. Students-Should intraduce the speaker.
.

O

.

-
ore- speaker visitation.

lt .

/,
. . .

1 3. StudentshoUld have a follow -up discussiOn of the spleeh.
S ,

4. Students hoUld send [thank you .letter to speaker, and putt a
, ,

, .

', copy, on bulletin ho4rd. 1

-.1 ."" 1

, ; t:
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4'
OUtANE TO AID VISITING RESOURCE PERSONNEL

The following outline should be gilfen to a guest speaker before he,
speaks to your class. An otherwise dull 4ue er can at least
deliver useful' information if he has anou ne. This same format is
also useful as a guide to students to what quest ns:to asic on a ield

Rtrip.

°I. Name of Occupation

II. Job Description
A. General nature of'work'
B. Specific duties

7

III.' Requirethehtsofor entrY, into this occupation
A. Persolqal.abilities or'aptitudes.needed

Ti. Mental
2. Performance
3. Creative talentd7

.

4. Personality traits
B. ..PhS7sical Requirements
C.' Educatiobal RequireNnts

1. COIlege and specific edUcation r-rTliz&I
2. Cost, in. time .and money

1

3. High School subjects necessary or desirable
...... 4. Vocational trainin9F apprenticeship .:

.4,V.
,

D.' SPeciaIAlcenses or examinations'needed
E. Other.qualifibations

1

TV.,:,WOrki conditions
A. sualiboursorwork
B. ysicalisurrdundings
C. 'S nal work ", .

15. Amount of physical acti6.ty-
E.. Variety of'activitiesi" '

F. Type of clothing required, or'worn

rt

V. Incortie
4 , . .

A. Range ofearnings . .

B..' Rewards Other'than,mcnetati 42:,

C. Special. benefits 1 ,

D. 'Vacatian?\ ipw-lorvgr With pay ?'.

lorhent Opio,ortUni4es
A. AAnceseNr employment

i .i ..'

A: Does the jbb satisfy your basic emotiodal heeds?
' ' 14.-.Wh, are the socialANnOdts

2..'Hope stability -

--s
.

3. ICIppiOrttinity-for

'occupational.4oal

! I

travel .

88
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FIELD'TRIg

.a

1. Criteria for planning career field trips..

t

a, _Should involve awareness, Orientation-or explor4tion of /'----
. .

; Specifically identified cluster occupations ,,_
b. - -'T ibvide an opportunity Ior-individualanteractiOn-with

employees, et--
c. Be student-oriented and student involved with studehts

making 'arrangements.-/
To assist the learning process, the following criteria should be
considered.

A. .Teacher-Studen',1 Pre-Planning

1. Identify field trip
2. Choose student committee to make contacts and plan field trip:
3. Identify objectives for the fiel&trip.
4. ;Discuss objectives and the following:

a. What isto.be leaned?
b. What is the responsibility for each student and teacher?
c,. What is. the expected behavior of students?

5.' Pre-test. . -

6. Invite speaker to discuss field trips.
7. Decide who will be responsible for'the following:

a. Documenting the field trip:. ,

1, Picture - taking

=IT. Tape recordjngs of ,interviews or coggen
3. 'Nbte taking during the field trip.. 9

4. Writing an article for newiOaper (sghoo, Or local)
5. ? Bulletin board display/

b. Plans for sharing experiences after the field trip.
c. Thank-you letter to approp e persons after field"trip.

4.

Field.trip experience:,

Have stunts observe the Npuirational.activities of various-kinds
'of work arid:interact with the workirs during the geld trip to
meet the.statedoWectives.

0 d

r

C. Follow-up and ewluatiOnz

_c

1 1. Invite speaker from agency,'businpss: etc.,:rto an&er,questions,,
.

.

r 2. Class discussion of: ,
,

,

,a: t What was oliservedand learned regarding the various kinds
: *of work, job, selection and. preparation. '

b. Relaqing concepts of aptitudes, job satisfiers
k
character

.n-5
.% traits, et6.7,-of&bs viewed.

Past-test. ,

78
. N.
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The grated purpose of try_ project which developed this program was

"...tudesign, develop, and test traihing.materials and an'implementation

model for vocational- educator's to facilitate-career preparatiT for Native

American,Youth.*. As _such, it cannot and shbuld not, beconsidered a perfected

creation, but ratheri-basis or platform four rich schools and commhp,ities

can launch a'program whicir-nas_beemadaptedito"fit-tta7dharacteriseiug-and

needs. .

Creation of such a program isbound to be a gradual process. For full

effect, Native Ameridan Career Education should be not a single it
'')
em used to

4

r ,

enrich 'one subject matter course, or a ss given once and no110ed .

.

again, brut an integrated and 'integr *lpart-oihe Jtinior High School curriculum.

In addition, as,,schcol/ca6unityrelationships strengthen, parents and community :-'
y ,

members-will opine to have an ever-greater influence on the forM the
4 :oh_ g

program takes and the-goals on Whiciiit foajo,ases... This influence, should be
. : .

welcomed. .
. .V.

- . AV j
Eve' at the very beginning, no two schools wilr'briplemrt`t program in

,_- ..

exactly the same way. This is fine., There-iaho "best'; yay to -use the

1 materials, but only the best way fo ou: Eurther, as the program is .used,
_ .

it will grow and ... .

0
Materials Will 'be collected, contacts made,

, ..

-resources identified, -1 (hoPefull) new units, activi 'es, and exercises
, .

, will be developed by vidual teacher which,are patterned pn, but not:'41-)

limire&to, the materials that-how exist.* 2

.

a

i .. . . ,

If the structure .evolved for the xiSting units is followed, new units
. ,

.

.will have'the-follcQing char teristi ,

'a group vonce ,or pieties of itiforma whic sch(01..
an ty:M.ieve students should )41(14; y .

! # , .

'references, examples, from the traditional culture
of students' tribe (s)Bch illus ate theqe.points;

/j ...- .
-references. Or les'froM"-eon rary-life,.Preferlip .

local, ,and ferably tInd 'an0--whichTill trate-them; =
,..

,

*g iety of actijkttes and exercise
st ear a chan4e to acquire, app.1.174
test, ir.kmaedge of these points.;

.

, - 79
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'_ 'activities Whidh encourage students to work together.ar0!
help each other;

.

.j . 'lists of audio-visual materials, speakers, places which will
welcoae,fiela-trips, and other resources whichoare available,
for use with the unit.

,

,
4.

There are a number of rections i9 which further development might

take palce. For instance, the Orientation level 94i.the program now

includes only three units,relAted to three clusters and subject areas,

4 Development of Orientation units devoted to types of careers which are

already Important in coMmunity, wiliA'are needed in -the area, would

be'one good way, of expanding the program. Units based on career clusters

which relate to other subject areas ldthe curriculum ideruld also 'be useful.

Work along4these lines w ould result in a pfogramlotich reflected the

characteristics and'corternS of the'community ents live.
- ,

V

4

. t
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VIII. 'BASIC RESOURCES

The folOwing'materials are
.

reoonvended as, sources of general and ,

specific information related to the program. Fcr materials related to
specific units, see tie bibliographies and resource lists at the-end of .

the Teacher's G' 'des for those units..

Background Reading

American _Indian .Historical Society, Textbooks and the American Indian. .7 San Francisco: The Indian Historial Press 1970.

-Brown, Dee, Bury My Heart at ,Wounded Knee.* INtw York: Holt _Rinehart Winston,
/1971.

,
,Deloria, Vine, Jr., Custe Died for Yaw Sins. New York: MacMillan Company,

I 9 6 9 .
_ ,_' . . \ .Deloria, Vine, Jr., We Talk, You ,Listen. New York:-- Macmillan Company, 1970.:.

\ 4"-
.

4,. 4,,

Fuchs, Estelle., and Roberk,J: flavighurst, To Live'On This Earth: American
Indian Educatlon: ,New York: Dpubleday & Company,. 1972% '

--Hoyt, .Kehneth b., Nancy M. Pindon., Derryl raramore, and Garth L. Mangurn,
, ,

!."-:-'-' Career Education --What It Is add. How to co It. Salt Lake City, Utah:I.
.Olympus Publishing Co., 1972.
A-

JoseC, Alvin, ';'`,1'he 'Indian Heritage of America. New York:
--;Alrred

A.k.Knopf

Racine, Wisconsin: Western

§8-:. .

La Fatie, r can'Ind
Y . Publishing 60..

. .

, r ' ..pirKinley, FranciSfltie yne, Glen Nimnicht, Who Should CohtrOl Indian
.

t F,duCatiorf? 1970. 'A'41,14tilable- from National Indian Training' and
°- .

.. Research Center' , Suite 107, ,?121. Sbutli Mill Avenue, Terntie, Arizona-
85281 (1.P0):. . '-:, ._ -- . '../..... . -

/
k . s .I ... .

., U.S. Senate Special SubCcTnitteeAin Indian Edu8ation, Indian Education
.

National Tragedy-4.?-iNational 'thallenge ._ %Washington:4 U.S.- Dover
Printing Office, 19.

ol.dge.;: - .
1 / 'i.t -Nos- -

.1 -. ,
,..4 ' Vogel , Vergil J., This. Country Was.OuKis. New York: -Harper and ,Pr, 1972,

''---:.i.,., 4 ,

92
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. ,Bibliographies and Information Sources

AkwesaSne Notes
Mohawk Nation
via 9coseveltown
New York 13683. V

c, -
.. .,

.
. ' ' . ,

American Indians, an ,annotated Bibliography of/Selec or Library Resoufcesow

Minnesota Department of Education, 11970'
I ..-A

.444 Cenl_ennial Building - "
4.-

r.-

.
', .'

(4t,.,Pa01, Minnes9a 55101 .
. °

,a. ,

.. mi.

-... .r

ANCER ,(Apache- Navajo Co: Career education Melia, Center)` Catalbes tok

. P.O. Box 749 i 1 '3 /

St. JohnoArizonae5936 04.0°7 -
'.."----:'..

t

..

, 4
An Annotated Bibliography of Young PeCip b's Books on American Indians

.-.
.:Robert Robert; Language Arts Branch ) : . k

. Division of Fdicational Planning and Developtent , 4.

Bureau of Indian Affairs------
.
--------

4 1 A
Box `1188 °\

Albuquerque, New Mexicb 87103

Ah Annotated Bibl raphy,of Yo g People's Fiction
Bureau of Indian Affairs
P.O. Box1788

`Albuquerque, New Mexico 1.-8/103
.

1

- gooks About the American Indians.
. The Indian Historian' . '

1451 MasoniciAvdnue

. .San Francisco,%California 94117cal

.011

. .

on American'ind.Ons

A4
11 r

Bo;Oks.Ahout.lndians and Reference Materials
Idaho, State Departtent of Education, 1968
Indian Education,

,
.

., Boise, Idaho .

. .The Educ on of dians, A
Superin dent of Documen

.- !LIS. Government Printing ffice
Washington

c
03'DC 202

'-14:.

i -

Indian Bibliography-.
Bureau of Indian Affair
Division of Instrucflio
.Brigham City, Utah

: d ,

Literatuge

Oe

1 Sert;ices

82.



Indian Literature for Junior and'Senior h Schools
by June M. Buck of the Oregon College of Education-
Arizona Department of Education
Division of Indian Education.
Terrance F. Leonard, Director'
1535 WestJefferson Street
Phoeni, Ariiona'"'85007:

,

tiq

__, . .. .

Indians of the UnitedA.Statds (a ries Of i4 booklets abolt.Indians-of
.

different states, 15G each)
Superintendent of Documents
U.S- Government Printing Qffice
Washington, DC '20402 ) .-

e.
.

. . ,

.

I.S.N.A.M. (Information System for Native American Media) ,

National Indian Education AAsoiCation
3036, University Avenue, S.X.

(-.-
Minneapolis, Minneqota 55414 N

,Native American Materials

Center for'In-SerAce Educatiori
P.O. Oox 754

Lovelnd, Colorado 80517

. ,
A Preliminary Bibliography Of Selected Childidn's Books. Abut the American
,Indian ; -

,--t.

JPssociation of IndiaiWfairsiInc., .1'969
432 Park Avenue S.' . . )

New /Y.0*, doo York 10016'
. \ /

i
i

i' - ..1

-

.

'esourue and Materials List \
''" 4

American Indian Council of Santa,ClaralNialley, Inc.
4897 Bass Court

;i ,

San. Jose,. lifornia'9510.

A Sampler abliography
.

..') Ruth Blank,1Librarian k
r.-
1 .

San Jose Indian Center
.J.

. 90 South Se6ond Street?.'
...

San Jose, California 95113%
1 4

Textbooks-and the American Indian'
:)

The Indian istorian PreSs4 Inc: ' 1 ')451 Maloni Avenue '3
. I -

-t A

/:.
i' tSan.irancisco,.CalIfOrnial9 117 ($4225) ,

1. 0

4 ' -: - $ h

Occupationallputlook Han ....a -01:ew *edia'an 'eadh' year)
U. S. DepartTent of Laborl. e

,

Superintendent of ix cumen4s ;

U., S. Governd'ent Printing 1Offite

Washington,('). C.'.20402 i($6.85),

/ .

. .

k

,

.
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Reference List,

t

,

ot.

The forlOwinqatent s were referred to in the text of this Curriculum Guide.
0

. , %*,' _ .
S. , t!

Aoyawaylai Palengtysi, A, Guide for Teachersand 141irAriails with Suggestions
for Teaching Indian,$tudents. Oklahoma: State Department, of Education,
1972.

l J
Apache -Navajd Counties Career Education,Re,sairce Speaker and Field rip,

0.. Directory' and.Gdide,;,St. Johh\s, Arizona ';8593§: Apiatie Navajo Career.
41 ,t Education Resource Center, 1275. 7 ,

i -,

BrOs haw, Theckla,;%and Andre rZeniud, The Indian_Child and Education.
Canadian Ham' and. School and Parent-Teacherr Federation; Mid-west
'LithOr Ltd.', Canada: . -

Californiaalifornia .Indian Eduoatiorf.Asociation4, Report on the Fifth. r State.,
-, Conference and AiTrican Indian Education Workshops. San D ego, 4 %-
.-California, .1973..

. ,

a.

' . I

Carleton, ,James H., to General Lorenzo Thomas, Sep = or 6, 1863, . .
in ,

.. ,

ir Indian Tribe, 39t11, Ccingress,, 2nd Session, -.1866-65.f. Repo ,t No. 15. , 4.

U .S . Congress Senate Joint Sptia-l-Corrmittee, "Conditionl of the.' -

,. / "- *,;-*
Fisher, A.15., "White Rites Versus Indian Rights," Transaction, NeW^BrunsAck,,
. P . r
NoVember,1969. t,.. :

°
Ayr

; -"
.

, ,
,

o

Forester, Leona M., and Dale, Littleo,Soldier; "Open Education and Native.
.uric :_yafues," Educational Leadership, October, 1974," ,j, ''' ,, '

, .- .
Ha-vighurst, W. , M.IC. Gunther,. and E. .Ritatt, "Environment Drai4-attroan

Te4t: T' erformance 4 °Iiidian Childrefi." Jourhal Abnctrmal and
,Social

P I k41, 1946. .- ',,,.
1. '

Horn, Robert E' .,, and D.W. Zu*erman,.The Ciuide. to Simulations/Games for
Education and Training. Lexington, MassachiStets;", InforiTiationV..,.
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VIII.' NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER PnUCATIGN PROGRAM TEACHER ORIENTATION WORKSHOP
OUTLINE'

'

fir

- 'sin order to implement any program in,an educational setting, it is :
necei'sary to provide some 'kind 'of orientation for the teachers who will.be
involved, since their informed and enthusiastic participation'is essential for,'program success. The following' outline stitgests goals,-content, and' structure

. for such arc orientation: It is merit to indicatethe.lines'vhich such an 1.
orientation might, follow., andcan,beadapted as needed,

I. ,,Goa

Fa iicaarize participants with goals,' content, and themes of.
tive American Career Education;

, .. .
.

Familiarize participants with anmethods of presenting units d
identifying Ways.of dealing with local cultural, school, community,

- resources and requirements;
, .

, ..
.

.

. Help participants.developa program implementation plan for use in
their own settings; .

..
.

.

.

, ,

Help participants develop a feeling of confidence in dealing' with
the program.

II. The4Orientation,Leader

Orientation should bd conducted by someone'whohas.had experiencemith
the program-already. This could be a teacher or program coordinator inia
school which is already,using the NACE materials, or a member of the prpject
staff,. A list of such people is available from Far West Laboratory.
Once pne school 'in a system is .involved, it can serve as a source 'of oidenta=-
tion for others. If no one with experience with their program is available,
someone 'ith experience in implementing programs in Schools serving Indians
who cari.beeme thoroughly familiar with the 1'JACE materials should be 'able to.
,serve. .

- III. Facilities and Resources

Time:: 3_- 3 hour:sessions (1 day with evening, 1 dgy, 3 evenings, etc)

Place: ,meeting -room large..enough_ for_number_of_participants

E4uipment;"coffee and other amenities.
'sample set of instructional units

'copy of curriculum guide for.eadhparticipant
'transparencies of_ selected figues in Curriculum Guide

if desired, and projector to show. them
'paper andpentils for Session

86



IV. . Structure

A.. SessionI
,

Goal: Familiarize participants-with goals, content, and themes of
. . program

1. Native-American Cagier Education Goals:

it

.

. ,

r

Using pp. 1-14.of the Curriculum Guide (CG) as 'a basis, make
the following points:

a. Career Education is, not Vocational Education. Its purpose
is not to prepare students ,for- specific jobs, but to give
them a background'which will enable thdM to understand the
personal and societal' implications of different careers. A
career, is of life-time importance, therefore a career education
program should provide, an understanding of the world within
which.careers exist, familiarity with existing careers;
and planning and decision-making skills, i.e., career awafe-
gess, orientation, and exploration.. \.

Career Education is especially important for Indian youth.
Career opportunities for Indians 'lave been limited in the.
ast. However economic development is a pre-requisite for.
self-determinatign on either a personal or tribal- evel,.
Indians are beginning:to realize they must assess their own

,`, needs and choose- careers rather than having them chosen for-
them. This is0true for both reservation and urban Indians.
To do this, they must have-a positive self-image. They must
believe in the validitroftheir own culture, and in the
possibility of functioning successfully in the dominant
society without losing theiK own cultural identity.' '(Read

-the lines by David Martin Alen which appear' at' the beginning
of eadh.unit.).

c. The goals, of thelprogram.are, therefore, to provide:

1) knowledge ofcareers; the socio - economic system, and'
nativp-Agerigan culture;

2) skiAs in.working with others, planning,-decision-making,
,a-TicrTinding information;

attitudes which are positive with regard to'the student's
self-image as a person and an,Indian, and positive
feeling's about his or her ability total with life.

.

*

v , a
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2. Native American Career Education Contlnt

/

Basing your. remarks on pp. 17-37 in the Curriculum Guide, make
the\followin? points.

6 a; the program inclUde's'12 instructional units distributed
among the three content areas: career awareness, career

- orientation,, and7c4reer exploration, (Have participants" read
pp. 18-24-which degcribe the units, if they have npt done so,
before.)

4.

b. Thse units can be used in a number of ways, including
prbsefttatiaa'as'a separates program, fusion with subject
classes-, 'and distribution among grades. In general the
awareness uaits6should be used in 7th grade, orientation
in the 8th, and- exploration in the 9th! , (See Fig. 2, p. 15,
and Fig. 3 on p, 16.) Difficulty level of Wits can also
be increased for use in high school throtIgh use of optional
activities.

c. Units are linked by certain unifying concepts

'Cultural Relevance means use of Indian role-models and
examples, relation Of content to traditionA.culturaI
elements;

1)

/ ,

2)

3)

4)

6)

7)

pt

TraditionAl-and Technological. Societies -no value judg-
ment is offered on which is superior, reqgnition that
they can be contemporary, exploration of.Aat traditional
and tecanological ways of dealing with problems are;

Basic Needs-- (see Figure 4, p.30 ) are *a useful focus
for information Wcpt careers, society, etc. trans-.
cultural;

. ,
'4 '..,'

.

,d. . . .

Communityis defined as those who help eaql other to
meet their basic needs.' This is.especially important
in the City, where the "Indian.Commuvity" is a source-.,
of identity;

Career Clusters -U. S. Department, of Labor, etc., divide
all jobs into, 15 clus't'er areas which can, be related to.
the basic needs; -

Cooperationland Management jeans working With others and
managing personal, 4inancial, and resources,

..
both are necessary; ,

.
,)

. ' .

Multi-Cultural Approach positive;chhracteri ics. of
,different tribes,-races, or ethnic groups pr ent
stressed. Teacher and .tudentsliutually expl own .

heritages and'adviltages, of dilmrsiity.,

4

r
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The units can be linked by concept as well as by level
.or content. See-Vigr§ on'p.-34 . Make transparencies of

. figures from Curriculum Guide whiChyou wish to use as
illustrations. Allow participant time to ask queg'tions
and refer to' Guide as needed for answers. Give,participants .

actual' units to lOOk-at.before nexesession. /

B. Session Two

. .

IGOal: Familiarize, participants with methods of 'presenting units, and
identify ways of dealing with locd1 cultural, school,, community,.
resources, and requirements

Teaching'Methods

'Pass out units, and leaf through one, pointing oUt'varioug-
aspects of'ihe format--the different' sections, how to identify
masters for strident materials, the resource section, etc.
(pp. 35-37).

a. Workgroups-,st ents formed into groups' of 3-p to work -

together on it.activities. Teacher can function as
coordinator/advisor 'rather than lecturer: Students encou
raged to help each other.

b. Review and Feedback -- exercises followed by review questions
,to reinfarce learning. Slpiple answers av4ilable which can
be given students to self-correct. ,

ti

c. Mediation -- students vary in readingowriting, and *peaking/
listening skills. Alternative ways of presentingN,

. information -are offered, difficUltY level can be increased
or decreased. Art or crafts projects may work well in some
groups.

d, Simulations and Games- -good way of varying presentation,
-making material vivid, but simulations hard for'some
students to get into, can be adapted to be more familiar,
discussed instead of played, etc.

-
Also recommend reading of material on characteristics of Indian
'students as.learners,'CG pp.41-46.

2. Identifying Resources 4

It ,is important to use resources to vary mediation, make ,

Material more realistic, involve community in program, etc.

a. Sdioolche A-V catalogue,: talk .to other teachers, find%
131.77E4 at supe intendents' office, State l;ePartmet of
Education; Universities, etc., can offer.

89
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b. Indian Community- -use community "brochure (on pp. 95-:98)
to inform parents, etc. about program. Contact Parent.
Advisorryy Committee; Indian center; tribal government,, etc.
for information, speakers, etc! on local culture, needs, etc.

c. gusiness'Community--use cqmmunity brochure to inform. .

Business.people'can iirovide speakers, field trip sites,
interviews. PR and'information, printed or film often
4vailable free from large companies upon request.

Advice on'how to contact and make use df tIese people on CG
. pp, 73 -78.

3. Implementation Alternatives (CG pp.-59-691

,IMAGE materials can be used in a variety of ways,
4,

.

,a. Fusing-'-used as part of regular curriculum by including in
appropriate subject classes. 'Units can be used in\iingie A
time blocks, spread throughout a semester to support other \

c,class content; pr single activities, or exercises canbe
. used where needed. '

N

g; Elective Course--a career education course in which units
. are used in sequence. Materials can also form basis for

aspecial class-for potential drop-outs.

c. Indian Cliff-- materials can form basis'for Indian culture
club activities. . -

d.4 Part of J.arger Career. Education pre;lam--MACE materials can
be used' as a--framework within whica other career education
materials available can be placed.. Program provides
conceppualfocus to which other Materials can be related.

4:"Summar)) -'Adapting the program to. the environm ent

a. Content can be adapted by using local resources to replace
examples andillustrations.'

b. Mediation can be changed by substituting Orie form of
preseAtation for another, using A -V materials instead of
raditigs if available, etc.

c. Activities can, be Shorten ed orlengthendd, order changed, etc.

d. Classroom Organization can be adapted tp needs-of students
and teacher--ratio'of workgroup to whole 'class or individual
activity, etc.

*7-Allow time for participants to, ask questions-answers from
Curriculum Guide and from your own'experience. Discus with
groups where theyinight find examples Of the various resources
mentioned. Take specific activities or exercises in Units and
suggest how they migat be adapted: °to.a different tribe, to a

different geographical environment, :far a class of non-readers,
for an advanced class; for use in.different subject classes, etc.

90
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C. Session III

"Goal:, 'Help participants develop a program implementation plan for use
in their own settings;

'Help participant* develop a feeling of confidence in their ,
ability to deal with the program.

1. The Questionnaire,

Hand out copies of the questionnaire, on the following pages
' and ask all participants Tt-out. Stress lhat,tbisds
not a test, it is rather a device for helping them to ,organize
what they have learned about the, MACE program and identify
areas where they need more information. Gite-them about a
half hour to answer the questions. '

.:Altern4tively, you may wish to'simply read the questions-to
the, group and discuss. the answersthis procedure would be most
appropriate if participants are all from the same school.

After ti* questionnaires have been handed in, call a break,
and while it is going, On, review the questionnaires and note,
any blanks, any places where participants'thought they would

tt,have problems, etc. .

2. Discussion

4II'grdup is larger than three or four, Sub-diVide by subject
taught, school (if more thdh one is represehted), or'type of
settiAz. Hand back questlannaires,..and ask group's to compare'
answers. Let them see if they can'suggest answers to each
other's questions, or solutions to their problems. 1
After they, have had a half hour or r-so to talk, bring the group,
together again and call ,for concIuSions.' Offer your own
comments and suggekions on any remaining problems.

3. Implementation Plan

When the discussion has concluded, ask-each participant tp
briefly describe how he or she could or will implement the
NACE pro-gram in his or her cla$s, school, or other, setting
(whichever.applies). The plan should cover the approach that, ,
will be usfd to integrating the program into the school
curriculum, what changes or adaptations will have to be made,
and what, resources can be drawn upon.

102 11,
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I* V
. .

NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM - ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE: .

.

Name Of Ppalticipant

School

(or organization)
Position

Answer the questions bellaw as well as you caft'at this time. If necessary,
speculate. or guess! .This is not a test.

.1. Will you be 'teaching or helping plah,or coordinate uSe
of the Native American Career Education materials?

2. What do you think your students need most?-

-3. What-do you think Would be the best
at your school?

use dp- subject classes

Make4an elective course
,

use. ;in other ,special class

(wtfaV

4. -What changes should be made in the

.

way to get the NACE materials used

use as framework for larger
career' education program

other (what?)

program to fit into your setting?
f

S. What learning prbbleMs do your students have?

What are your students .best at?
.

A`

-T
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7. Which of ,these kinds 11activities would probably work with your students?.

reading

writing,,

talking'

making'things

.ganes

simulations

trips

/
8. Do you think the levelof_the exercises in the units should heehawed

to suit your students? ' If so,..how?,

films or slides

sbeakerS
k

1t

9. What tribe (s) are your students frbm?
'

.

Do yeu have a good source of materieson your students' 'tribal history
and culture? On Indian culture in general?

11. Is there a Parent Advisory4Mmittee, Tribal Education Office., or other
Indian community group concerned with education in' your area?

(name?)
a-,

12. Does,your setting have (or have 'access to) other career education
- 'materials? (where?)

13. Is theie any contact between your organization and busineSs in the
area? If so, describe

.

14. What problemswould you,, personally, find in impleMenting the Native
American Career Education.program?

0
C

1

1 t

15. What adirantages (if any) do you think would come from using this program
with your students? .

k
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. THE CCOMUNTTY ZUTIE.
.

4'

r-7

Ch the next
.

fourypages are masters foi a booklet about the

Native American Career Education program. This booklet caribe

distributed to parents of prospective participants in the program

so that-they wili'understand what the program is about, can-express

which,Units should be used,, and will learn,thei feeling about

hair they cap become inio1ved. ,It can also be given to business

.peoPie or other membels of the communtty you-are going.to ask to

: speak to -areer Edu4tibn c1asse's, host field trips,,etc.-

' Masters should be Printed Lack to hack, with "pages" 11& 8

backed by & 7,,amd "pagesh`6 & 3-backed by 4.&.5. 'Chce printed,

the. two pages shoi,Ild be'foaded together'and stapled in the middle.

NOte-khat.there is 'a space at the bottbm,o "pige 1," the cover.

This hasbeen.left for you to insert the name',,address, and
#.1. ,

telephone 'number of the school or center where .the program

. , being iiven.

t

C.`

'
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WHERE DID THE PROGRAM 'COME FROM?

Many people hav,e worked together to produce this
program. Under a grant from the Offjce of.
Education, aimixed Indian and.nOn-Indian pro-
fessional stafeat.the Far West Laboratofy for
Educational Research and,Development#Wrote
units.

When they wererOne, the units were.reviewed
'by the,project5 Ihdian EduCatIon Advisory ,

Committee and other experts in'Indianeducation,
and tried out at schools with Indian students
in Californiap.Arizona, Nevada, and South
Dakota. The Rrogram has now' been. revised, and
Can bemused Wher,-ever,it.issneeded.

..

`4..

s
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.-
4

WEST LABORATORY
eri.ICAT\IONAL RESEARC AND DEVELOPMENT

55 FOLSOLf SiltEgI. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94103

The Native American

to ow

Career Educition, Program.
.

4
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SOME QUESTIONS AWDANSWERS.... a .

<2,

WHAT IS NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION?

Once, all education was career education-- kids
brew up watching, their. parents at work. They
Wanted toearn because they knew they could-use
what they wece taught.

Today it can be had for= students to see why the
should study. -:But they may end up with jobs they
don't like or, no jobs at all; because they don't.
know what careers exist or how to gel Teady for,
them.

.
.

A ne0.program, designed espetiall"for Indian
.. .

4 students, is now available. ,t is called Native
...- American Career Education. Its-purpose'is to start .140!f Indiankids learningwhat they'll need to know to`- ...

..-'get the jobs they' want and need. -
.

-

4,4
.

.
.

,..

,
. If yogi want to know more about this 'program, read

the rest of this booklet, or contact:

1.
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.
. WHAT USE IS C,INRE'ER EDUCATION 'TO INDIANS?

The unemployment ra, e for: Indians is higher than for
any other group, and average family income' is lower.
Meanwhi fe , on some re v Vions job's are given to
noh- I ndi because -nb tribal members have the training
to do them. ,Tribes-i'-'19ave resources they could use to
start businesses ,j f Uiey
knew how, and there .are
jobS in the city that . 4.
.1 nd ians fill.

41.'

4.

Job training for High
School s tudents and.
adu'l'ts is air. eadi

avai lable 'but- Nounger ./
- students need (tO'be

prepared to take ad?aritage
of, i t.

*

Career education ,programs-
hakt been Set up. for all,

,,p'f kids-- r ich a?Icl

poor",' );:t.'.64tg and ,-black

lit was. made,
avai i an s , too.

4

ir

_J

HOW CAN PARENTS AND COMMUNITY PEOPLE GET* I NVOLVEN.

Students live in two,w2rlds-- the.'wor I d. of horlie and
the world of school. The closer these two can get
together, She easier I t. will 11 be for kids to learn.

:This is especially important when the subject is
career 'education.;: .
Indian `'parents and a 1 1 community riembe rs are. encouraged,
to participate in the Native American Career Education

.

program. In .fact, the program' s success may depend4 on how wi they are to provide information. about
the community, about local career resources,ivand
about future needs. They -may do this by advisinging
career education teachers. They may come, into the
Classroom, or they may bring students into the
community to'see what the wdr I d of work is rea,1 I yl

'This program offers a un i.gUe opportunity for adults
to participate in the education of their. community's-
youth. They are encouraged.:to contact the address
on the cover to learn how they can become involved.v

Thank you.

rt

7

. .
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WHAT DO' STUDENTS IN THE PROGRAM DO?,

.Native American Career Education units strip make the
regular school program better in two war:

studerits _see how the,thirig":6-ey learn
in school are used in 'real life, so they under-
stand why the need to learn them, and
2. in doingqffie e",xercLses.in the gnits, they end
up practidingthe skills they have learned in other
classes, like reading, writing, math, or crafts,

Student activities include reading and answering
questions, educational games and research exercises.
Students may also seeveducational

films, .listen to
speakers, make thius, work with other students to
plan projept5,and sometimes go on-field trips..

..

Tbe teacberls'4ulde has suggestions on how to fit
the materials to the needs of the students and use
the resources of the community to make themmore
.meaningful.

no 6

.

WHAT'S IN THE PROGRAM?

.

Trhe. Native-American Career Education program consists
of twelve unite. /.'hey f411 into three-groups.:
Awareness, Orientation, and Exploration.

Awareness units help students learn about why jobs'
exist, how different'jobs'fit together, and how
they help the community,. Each Orientation unit

-'Agives iloOrmationabout a different group of relaited .-1;
jobs. Exploration units help students develop the
skilfi, to find out about jobs onitheir own.

Since these units were written especially for Indian
students, may Indian examples and illustrations are'
used. 'These examples show people' from many tribes,
living on reservations or in the city. The gond
th.inAs about traditional Vridian cuAture are described.

Students'are given information about both traditional
and urban Ways of, life so that they-will not be
forced to choose onelar'the other/. Whi,chevetthey
prefer, they are encouraged to keep their own
Indian.cul,ture. J../



THE NATIVE AMERICAN CAREER EDUCATION UNITS

Awareness' Units: ,
-

,... .

.

,
4' CooperatioriL

0:!Palc..atuckata_for the_rest.of .t-he units -----
by using games and readings to show how'groups of kpeople can wprtc, together in school or on the job.

. The example is an urban Indian Health Center.

In Part of the rynore World, students put together a
40 splai which shows how different kinds of people all
have to meet. the same basic needs, and how all, espec-' ially Indians, haye contributed to the world.

.
. -

From'T clea to Produot teaches students how .to figure out
all the steps iti'making something, and ha.3 differedt
steps in-inak4ng one thing can become separate jobs. .

StUdents see the steps in making furniture, *from tree
to;stbee.

,
.

IR'The t'ortmunity, studen'ts find out how needs ace met
in their;ow. n community. They learn how businesses 'are
stayted, and consider pros and cons of letting' a, new
industry locate in an imaginarY Indian community.

The 'Community in Trans!ItiOn' fol low the development of
an imaginary Indian tribe from wander-Eng hunters to- people deciding how' to-developtheir own reservation

- to show-how and WhyMbs and tools may change as
time goes..on, and Kow people can change many of theirways and still keep theirYtasic c.1.11ture.

. 2AsJ"

112

, Orientation Units:

. . z
Putting-iburMorrey to Work gives students exercises in
managing money to meet family or small business needs,
and-le)ls about some careers that.deal with money.

Living''zdith the Land teaches students about how
people use air, water', and the land itself to meet -
theirneeds, and abou0ome careers of people, that
take care of tIlese natural resources.

Working, for the People
tells,elabout--diffment kinds of

'overment or organizations that 'gothe sa things
or people, from the federal government tb Indian.
tribes' and urban centers, and thy jobs of some of the
people who work there. °'

-,
lb _

Exploration Units:

1-
.

.

Plafting, teaches students to Nan for. themselvs, and
to work with a group'planning a project.

6 .
In P : thing it all.Together, each student' learns' how to
find out about him or herself-- what he or she is like,
and is goad at-- end 'how to match personal characteris-
ticstics with jobs from the 15 career cluster. .

,

,.., .,
,

: .
.

. Getting. Ready for Jobs talks about different kinds:Thf
jobs.within-a career area., and how the studerit oan find-... .

out 'What 'training is needed for each,one.
.,

, - .

In The' Career Fair, students .use everything they have
'learned ,to find out about the jobs that interest them
and present this information to others.

1.

e .
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